
August 2023 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the August 2023 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

We lead this month with the announcement of the fourth edition of Bat Surveys for Professional Ecologists: Good Practice Guidelines which is due soon and will be
distributed by NHBS. Other interesting mammal titles are Field Guide to the Mammals of Oman, due this December from Nomad Publishing, and
Bat Island: A Rare Journey into the Hidden World of Tropical Bats due in November from Earth Aware Editions. We also have two books on deer this month: Coch y
Bonddu Books has just published the fourth edition of Field Guide to Deer of Britain and Springer will publish Deer of the World: Ecology, Conservation and Management
in January.

We have a large number of bird books as John Beaufoy has just announced new titles, all of which are due in October: A Field Guide to the Birds of Singapore, the fourth
edition of A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of Borneo: Sabah, Sarawak, Brunei and Kalimantan, the second edition of A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of New Zealand, the
third edition of The 100 Best Birdwatching Sites in Australia, and the second edition of The 50 Best Birdwatching Sites In New Zealand. Bloomsbury will release a new
Helm Wildlife Guide, Birds of Spain, in January, while we are expecting stock of the Lancashire Bird Report 2022 this month.

For other fauna groups, we have a small selection of titles. For ichthyologists we have Fishes of the Orinoco in the Wild, published by Mikolji Corp, and the paperback
of Salmon Wars: The Dark Underbelly of Our Favorite Fish, published by St. Martin's Press. For herpetologists, there is
Islands and Snakes, Volume 2: Diversity and Conservation, due in January from Oxford University Press. Lastly, for entomologists, we now have stock of
Noctuidae Europaeae Essential from BugBook Publishing.

For botanists there are two noteworthy books this month: Pressed Plants: Making a Herbarium, just published by the Royal British Columbia Museum, and
The World of Crocuses: The First Supplement, just published by The Latvian Academy of Sciences.

On the subject of environmental issues, we have a range of books. Cambridge University Press has announced Climate Change 2022 - Mitigation of Climate Change, the
third of its three Working Group Reports to accompany the IPCC's 6th Assessment Report. We furthermore draw your attention to
The Heat Will Kill You First: Life and Death on a Scorched Planet, just published by Little, Brown & Company, and
The Dark Cloud: How the Digital World is Costing the Earth, due in September from Scribe Publications. Of interest to conservation biologists, we have just received stock
of The Protected Areas of Ranomafana and Andringitra in Central Southeastern Madagascar, which is part of a new and ongoing series of pocket ecotourism guides from
Association Vahatra.

Palaeontologists and evolutionary biologists will want to look out for the recently published
The Desert Bones: The Paleontology and Paleoecology of Mid-Cretaceous North Africa, another volume in Indiana University Press's flagship palaeontology series Life of
the Past. Meanwhile, MIT Press has announced Our Ancient Lakes: A Natural History for October, and Pelagic Publishing has announced
Birds & Flowers: An Intimate 50 Million Year Relationship for January.

A final selection of miscellaneous titles includes the second edition of Bradt's 52 Wildlife Weekends: A Year of British Wildlife-Watching Breaks, a paperback reissue of
Princeton University Press's Why Size Matters: From Bacteria to Blue Whales, due in January, and Simon & Schuster's
Foreign Bodies: Pandemics, Vaccines and the Health of Nations, written by Simon Schama.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
Die Tagfalter Deutschlands und Osterreichs [The Butterflies of Germany and Austria]
Christian Stettmer(Author), Markus Bräu(Author), Patrick Gros(Author), Otmar
Wanninger(Author)
All butterfly species native to Germany and Austria in one book – Die Tagfalter Deutschlands
und Österreichs is the ideal companion for anyone who wants to take a closer look at
Germany's and Austria's native butterfly fauna....

360 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Bayerische Akademie für
Naturschutz und Landschaftspflege

Paperback #261894 2022 9783944219554 £39.99

Dragonflies of Japan [Japanese]
Akira Ozono(Author), Itsura Kawashima(Author), Ryo Futahashi(Author)
This is the first fully illustrated guide to all 203 dragonfly and damselfly species of Japan. Every
species is generously illustrated with full-colour photographs, colour distribution maps, and
detailed line drawings to aid species identification....

532 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour distribution maps |
Bun-ichi Sogo Shuppan Co.

Paperback #262088 2012 9784829984086 £99.99

Fibigeriana Supplement, Volume 3
Gábor Ronkay(Editor), László Ronkay(Editor)
The third volume of the Fibigeriana Supplement series consists of two major parts. The first
part sees the establishment of a new monographic series with the name Nolini of the World.
The intention of this series is to publish monographic works of...

372 pages | 69 plates with colour photos, 332 b/w photos | Heterocera
Press

Hardback #261796 1970 £180.00

Süsswassermollusken: Ein Bestimmungsschlüssel für die Muscheln und Schnecken im
Süßwasser der Bundesrepublik Deutschland [Freshwater Molluscs: An Identification
Key for the Freshwater Mussels and Snails of Germany]
Peter Glöer(Author)
This work allows the identification of 74 freshwater snail species and 44 mussel species that
occur in Germany. This even covers the species occurring in neighboring countries. Where it
is essential for identification, anatomical features of the soft...

135 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour & b/w distribution
maps | Deutscher Jugendbund für Naturbeobachtung

Paperback #261839 2021 £29.99

Die Wanzen Deutschlands, Teil 2: Bestimmungsschlüssel für alle Arten [The Bugs of
Germany, Volume 2: Identification Keys for all Species]
Rolf Niedringhaus(Author), Marlies Stöckmann(Author), Ekkehard Wachmann(Author)
Die Wanzen Deutschlands, Teil 2, accompanies the first volume, Die Wanzen Deutschlands,
Teil 1, that contains identification keys for the families and genera. In volume 2, all 850 species
occurring in Germany are shown graphically with all relevant...

500 pages | 900+ colour photos, b/w line drawings | WABV

Hardback #246861 Dec-2023 9783939202080 £190.00
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A Cultural History of Insects in Antiquity (6-Volume Set)
Gene Kritsky(Editor)
Insects are the form of life most alien to us. Across millennia, insects have been providers and
sources of food as well as feared vectors of infection. Particular insect types have come to be
associated with beauty, diligence, and social and divine...

1572 pages | 279 b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #250783 Jan-2024 9781350003217 £395.00

Cone Shells of the Seychelles / Cônes des Seychelles
David Touitou(Author), Éric Monnier(Preface By)
A comprehensive guide to a family of shells widespread throughout the Indian Ocean: Conidae.
These killers of the seas are represented by more than 70 species in the Seychelles.
Compared to the second edition, the third edition contains some minor...

320 pages | 102 plates with colour photos | Seashell Collector

Paperback #261777 2023 9782956650850 £69.99

A World in a Shell
Snail Stories for a Time of Extinctions
Thom van Dooren(Author)
In this time of extinctions, the humble snail rarely gets a mention. And yet snails are
disappearing faster than any other species. In A World in a Shell, Thom van Dooren offers a
collection of snail stories from Hawai'i – once home to more...

273 pages | 16 colour plates, 6 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #261899 Oct-2023 9780262547345 £20.99
Hardback #257041 2022 9780262047029 £26.99

Noctuidae Europaeae Essential
Morten Top-Jensen(Author), Dieter Fritsch(Author), Vladimir S Kononenko(Author)
Noctuidae Europaeae Essential is based on the 13-volume series Noctuidae Europaeae by
Michael Fibiger, which was published between 1990 and 2011 by Entomological Press and is
now out of print. This book deals with all 1623 known species of European...

840 pages | 92 plates with colour photos; colour photos, colour
distribution maps | BugBook Publishing

Hardback #261255 2023 9788797380406 £199.00

Fauna of Assam, Part 1
Invertebrates
Dhriti Banerjee(Editor), Atanu Naskar(Editor), Jayita Sengupta(Editor)
Thrown across the farthest reaches of India, obscured from the greater world by ageless forests
and formidable mountain ranges, the state of Assam has Asia’s great natural and
anthropological sanctuaries. Favourable climate, topographic and...

808 pages | plates with colour photos | Zoological Survey of India

Hardback #261779 2023 9788181716071 £290.00

New Shells of South Asia and Japan, Taiwan, China
With 1 New Genus, 1 New Subgenus and 123 New Species and Subspecies Including 77
New Marine Species, 41 New Land Speces , 5 New Freshwater Species and 18 New Bivalves
Nguyên Ngoc Thach(Author)
This book describes 123 new species and subspecies, one new genus, and one new
subgenus of marine, freshwater, and land snails from countries including Cambodia,
Indonesia, Laos, Myanmar, Japan, Taiwan and Vietnam. These new species are completely...

141 pages | 64 plates with colour photos | Nguyên Ngoc Thach (privately
published)

Hardback #261797 2023 £145.00

Malacofauna of Pennera River Estuary, Nellore, Andhra Pradesh, India
SD Gurumayum(Author)
In the present study, a total of 2,333 specimens including both live and dead shells were
collected from different parts of the Pennera River Estuary, Nellore, Andhra Pradesh, India,
during 2011-2013. Sampling sites covered six different locations in...

121 pages | colour photos | Zoological Survey of India

Paperback #261871 2022 9788181716019 £33.99

Atlas des Odonates de Bourgogne-Franche-Comté [Atlas of the Odonata of Bourgogne-
Franche-Comté]
In the vast world of insects, two groups are among the most studied: butterflies and dragonflies.
After the success of the Atlas des Papillons de Jour de Bourgogne et Franche-Comté and with
the increase in knowledge about dragonflies, it...

446 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Association
Bourgogne-Nature

Paperback #261872 2022 £84.99

Les Écrevisses de Bourgogne-Franche-Comté: Atlas de Bourgogne [Crayfish from
Bourgogne-Franche-Comté: Atlas of Burgundy]
Burgundy, a territory in east-central France with varied landscapes and geological contexts, is
rich in a dense and contrasting hydrographic network according to the different watersheds.
This diversity means that it is home to two species of native...

238 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Association
Bourgogne-Nature

Paperback #261873 2022 £69.99

Explore Spiders of India
A Pocket Guide
Karthikeyan S(Author)
Spiders abound in almost all terrestrial habitats, including our homes. Spend a little time
observing these eight-legged wonders, and you will appreciate their fascinating adaptations
and skills to live, survive and thrive.Unlike many other faunal...

187 pages | colour photos | EcoEdu Consultants Pvt. Ltd.

Paperback #261886 2022 9788193259023 £34.99

Climate Change and Insect Biodiversity
Challenges and Implications
Habib Ali(Editor), Youming Hou(Editor), Muhammad Bilal Tahir(Editor)
This up-to-date reference book discusses the effects of climate change on the biodiversity of
insect pests. The changing climate and agricultural intensification practices impact negatively
on insect biodiversity. The book explains the significance...

320 pages | 34 colour & 2 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #261914 Dec-2023 9781032448350 £150.00

A Review of Blastozoan Echinoderm Respiratory Structures
Sarah L Sheffield(Author), Maggie R Limbeck(Author), Jennifer E Bauer(Author), Stephen A
Hill(Author), Martina Nohejlová(Author)
Echinoderms have evolved diverse and disparate morphologies throughout the Phanerozoic.
Among them, blastozoans, an extinct group of echinoderms that were an important component
of Paleozoic marine ecosystems, are primarily subdivided into groups...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #261964 2023 9781108794725 £16.99
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Stationery

Habitats & Ecosystems

Utah Mollusk Identification Guide
Eric J Wagner(Author)
The Utah Mollusk Identification Guide offers up-to-date information for identifying aquatic and
terrestrial snails, slugs, clams, and mussels within the state of Utah, providing comparative
tables, taxonomic keys, and more than 230 images, including...

400 pages | 336 colour photos | University of Utah Press

Paperback #262045 2023 9781647690885 £50.99
Hardback #262044 2023 9781647690878 £106.00

Butterfly Treasure of Chhattisgarh
Sanjeeta Gupta(Author)
Butterfly Treasure of Chhattisgarh describes 170 species of butterflies found in the central
Indian state Chhattisgarh. The author, Chief Conservator of Forest Sanjita Gupta, has been
studying butterflies for the last 10 years and presents here the...

225 pages | colour photos | Chhattisgarh State Biodiversity Board

Paperback #262083 2021 £44.99

The Unfortunate Life of Worms
Noemi Vola(Author)
A wildly original, whimsical, humorous exploration of the human condition told through a
worm's eye view; a masterful pairing of the author's artwork and ironic text in more than 250
illustrated pages.This innovative, ironic, and metaphoric...

264 pages | TRA Publishing

Hardback #262099 2023 9798986640600 £23.99

Ferrantia, Volume 87: Atlas and Catalogue of the Mosquitoes (Diptera, Culicidae) of
Luxembourg
Francis Schaffner(Author), Alexander Weigand(Author), Christian Ries(Author)
Mosquito-borne diseases such as chikungunya, dengue, Usutu or West Nile, have come back
to the forefront in both human and animal health. To prevent outbreaks, it is necessary to
acquire a solid knowledge of the mosquito fauna in the considered area....

117 pages | 151 colour photos, colour illustrations and colour distribution
maps, 9 tables | Musée National d'Histoire Naturelle, Luxembourg

Paperback #262125 2023 £29.99

Orugas y Mariposas de Europa: Tomo VII [Caterpillars and Butterflies of Europe,
Volume 7]
Carlos Gómez de Aizpúrua(Author)
In this multi-volume series, the author offers species entries for a total of 800 species of
European butterflies and their caterpillars, accompanied by magnificent photographs of
caterpillars, chrysalis and adults, description, biological cycle,...

252 pages | colour photos, maps | Organismo Autonomo de Parques
Nacionales

Hardback #262172 2012 9788480148306 £39.99

Orugas y Mariposas de Europa: Tomo VIII [Caterpillars and Butterflies of Europe,
Volume 8]
Carlos Gómez de Aizpúrua(Author)
Volume 8 complements the previous ones with another 80 new biological cycles of diurnal and
nocturnal Lepidoptera from 17 different families. The series describes integrated biological
cycles in almost fifty families belonging to the order...

231 pages | colour photos, maps | Organismo Autonomo de Parques
Nacionales

Hardback #262177 2016 9788480148979 £44.99

Orugas y Mariposas de Europa: Tomo IX [Caterpillars and Butterflies of Europe, Volume
9]
Carlos Gómez de Aizpúrua(Author)
Volume 9 complements the previous ones with new biological cycles of diurnal and nocturnal
Lepidoptera belonging to several different families. The complete work, for the moment,
describes more than a thousand integrated biological cycles in almost...

200 pages | colour photos, maps | Organismo Autonomo de Parques
Nacionales

Hardback #262178 2023 9788480149631 £39.99

Birder's Life List & Journal
National Geographic(Author)
Every birder keeps a life list – a personal record of each new species as it is observed – and
this beautiful blank book offers the perfect way to do so, with room for dates, locations, and
personal notes, encompassing a lifetime of...

256 pages | National Geographic Society

Paperback #261936 2023 9781426223167 £17.99

Data Mining for Global Trends in Mountain Biodiversity
Eva M Spehn(Editor), Christian Körner(Editor)
Thanks to advances in electronic archiving of biodiversity data and the digitization of climate
and other geophysical data, a new era in biogeography, functional ecology, and evolutionary
ecology has begun. In Data Mining for Global Trends in...

180 pages | 63 b/w illustrations, tables | CRC Press

Paperback #262186 2017 9781138112636 £69.99
Hardback #182073 2009 9781420083699 £190.00

Nevada Mountains
Landforms, Trees, and Vegetation
David Alan Charlet(Author), Donald K Grayson(Foreword By)
Nevada is one of the most mountainous states in the US. Yet mapping out exactly where one
range begins and another ends has never been done – until now. In Nevada Mountains David
Charlet provides maps and descriptions for all 319 mountain...

432 pages | colour photos | University of Utah Press

Paperback #262043 Jan-2024 9781647691530 £46.95
Hardback #247693 2020 9781607817277 £83.99

Coastal Wetlands Restoration
Public Perception and Community Development
Hiromi Yamashita(Editor)
This book examines a wide range of innovative approaches for coastal wetlands restoration
and explains how we should use both academic research and practitioners' findings to
influence learning, practice, policy and social change.For...

176 pages | 27 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Paperback #261999 2023 9780367764654 £16.99
Hardback #255243 2021 9780367863081 £48.99
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Natural History

The Accidental Ecosystem
People and Wildlife in American Cities
Peter S Alagona(Author)
With wildlife thriving in cities, we have the opportunity to create vibrant urban ecosystems that
serve both people and animals.The Accidental Ecosystem tells the story of how cities across
the United States went from having little wildlife to...

275 pages | 10 b/w illustrations | University of California Press

Paperback #260881 Jan-2024 9780520397880 £20.99
Hardback #257658 2022 9780520386310 £22.99

Permaculture Guide to Reed Beds
Designing, Building and Planting Your Treatment Wetland System
The Permaculture Guide to Reed Beds is a comprehensive overview of reed bed systems and
treatment wetlands for household effluent treatment. Going from system selection and design
to construction, planting and maintenance; this guide offers the...

136 pages | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262008 2018 9781856233125 £14.95

South Brazilian Grasslands
Ecology and Conservation of the Campos Sulinos
Gerhard Ernst Overbeck(Editor), Valério De Patta Pillar(Editor), Sandra Cristina Müller(Editor),
Glayson Ariel Bencke(Editor)
This volume explores the South Brazilian grasslands, a unique complex of ecosystems in
Brazil. Despite high biodiversity and many important ecosystem services, their biodiversity and
conservation are neglected, both nationally, and globally. This...

600 pages | 50 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #262112 Nov-2023 9783031425790 £199.99

Enter the Forest
Alexandre Miguel Maia(Author)
Versatile, largely untouched woodlands, often only fleeting moments of ever-changing flora,
captured on analog film. In this way, Alexandre Maia continues a tradition that focuses on the
German forest as a leitmotif in the field of photography. The...

128 pages | 54 colour photos | Kehrer Verlag

Hardback #262187 2023 9783969001035 £41.99

Cicerone Guides: Walking on Dartmoor
40 Walks in Dartmoor National Park including a Ten Tors walk
Steve Davison(Author)
A guidebook to 39 day walks and one two-day Ten Tors challenge across the Dartmoor
National Park and its surrounding area. The guide contains low-level shorter walks and higher
level more strenuous and challenging routes, therefore there's a walk...

256 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Cicerone Press

Paperback #262152 2023 9781786311085 £14.95

Birds
The Art of Ornithology
Jonathan Elphick(Author), Robert Prys-Jones(Foreword By)
Jonathan Elphick tells the remarkable story of the development of bird art through the
centuries. The book features early, skilfully executed but often fanciful images of birds,
scientific illustrations produced during the ages of exploration, and...

224 pages | 200+ colour & b/w illustrations | London Natural History
Museum

Hardback #236557 2017 9780565094331 £34.99
Hardback #262109 Sep-2023 9780565095512 £14.99

Treasures of the Natural History Museum
Vicky Paterson(Author)
Now reissued in a pocket edition. This reduced-size edition is chunky yet portable, and retains
the lavish finish of the original gift book.The Natural History Museum, London is home to one of
the world’s most important collections of natural...

256 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | London Natural History
Museum

Paperback #262140 Sep-2023 9780565095482 £14.99
Hardback #176732 2009 9780565092351 £24.99

52 Wildlife Weekends
A Year of British Wildlife-Watching Breaks
James Lowen(Author)
Bradt's popular guidebook suggests inspiring itineraries for 52 unforgettable British wildlife-
watching breaks, stretching from the Isles of Scilly to northern Scotland – each perfectly timed
for every week of the year. Thoroughly updated...

248 pages | colour photos, 1 map | Bradt Travel Guides

Paperback #261790 Aug-2023 9781804691311 £16.99

The Voyage of the Beagle
Charles Darwin(Author), James T Costa(Foreword By)
Charles Darwin joined HMS Beagle when he was just 22 at the request of Captain FitzRoy,
who wanted to have a naturalist on board. The ship set sail from Plymouth Sound on 27
December 1831 and returned nearly five years later on 2 October 1836. The...

520 pages | b/w illustrations, b/w maps | John Beaufoy Publishing

Paperback #253202 2023 9781912081318 £16.99

Ms. Adventure
My Wild Explorations in Science, Lava, and Life
Jess Phoenix(Author)
As a volcanologist, natural hazards expert, and founder of Blueprint Earth, Jess Phoenix has
dedicated her life to scientific exploration. Her career path – hard earned in the male-dominated
world of science – has led her into...

272 pages | photos | Timber Press

Paperback #262000 2023 9781643262192 £16.99
Hardback #254332 2021 9781643260037 £18.99

Where the World Is Melting
Ragnar Axelsson(Author)
This book, published on the occasion of the eponymous exhibition, offers a first personal look
at Ragnar Axelsson’s life’s work. For over 40 years, Ragnar Axelsson (b. 1958) has
photographed people, animals, and landscapes in the most...

224 pages | 149 b/w photos | Kehrer Verlag

Hardback #258614 2022 9783969000649 £44.99

Outsiders
The Outdoors Is Yours
Nadeem Perera(Author), Ollie Olanipekun(Author)
Nature is a powerful source of creativity, inspiration and healing; however, it has not always felt
like a safe space for people of colour. Flock Together is here to change that, by inspiring
everyone, regardless of race, religion or economic status,...

208 pages | 16 illustrations | Gaia Books

Paperback #262055 2023 9781856754811 £10.99
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Belonging
Natural Histories of Place, Identity and Home
Amanda Thomson(Author)
Reflecting on family, identity and nature, Belonging is a personal memoir about what it is to
have and make a home. It is a love letter to nature, especially the northern landscapes of
Scotland and the Scots pinewoods of Abernethy – home to...

320 pages | photos, illustrations | Canongate

Paperback #261987 Aug-2023 9781838854744 £10.99
Hardback #260080 2022 9781838854720 £16.99

Country Matters
A Countryside Companion: 74 Tips, Tales and Talking Points
Jonny Meg(Author), Jonny Clothier(Author)
Need advice on how to raise a chicken or pluck a pheasant? Wondering how to train your dog,
catch a mole or sneak through a field of cows? Perhaps you're after the secret to the fattest
pumpkin, the wormiest compost, the classiest snowdrop? Or...

368 pages | b/w illustrations | Profile Books

Hardback #261775 2023 9781788168694 £17.99

Fauna of Assam, Part 2
Vertebrates
Dhriti Banerjee(Editor), Kosygin Laishram(Editor)
The State of Assam is an integral unit of the Eastern Himalayan biodiversity region, occupying
2.39% of India’s landmass; Assam is the most vibrant of eight states comprising the Northeast.
Favourable climate, topographic and edaphic factors...

352 pages | plates with colour photos | Zoological Survey of India

Hardback #261782 2023 9788181716088 £150.00

Archives of Joy
Reflections on Animals and the Nature of Being
Jean-François Beauchemin(Author), David Warriner(Translated by)
For readers of World of Wonders and the poetry of Mary Oliver comes a joyful, tender memoir
of encounters with animals and their potential to transform the life of one writer.Two
mismatched ducks quarrel amorously. A tortoise basks on a rock in the...

160 pages | b/w illustrations | Greystone Books

Hardback #261803 2023 9781771649322 £16.99

Wild Miami
Explore the Amazing Nature in and Around South Florida
Thomas J Morrell(Author), Shannon C Jones(Author), Brian Diaz(Author), Fernando M
Bretos(Author)
A vibrant, family-friendly guide to the unexpected nature found in and around Miami. Miami
may be a bustling city with a vibrant nightlife, but its wildlife is just as wild, if you know where to
look. Wild Miami reveals the amazing ecology of this...

376 pages | 332 colour photos, 25 colour maps | Timber Press

Paperback #261808 2023 9781643260747 £21.99

Watching Wildlife
Jim Crumley(Author)
"If you have been still enough for long enough, your eyes will have attuned and begun to read
the sea-surge fluently, so you recognize the blunt curve and flourished tail of a diving otter.
Home your eyes in on that portion of the sea, permit...

192 pages | Saraband (Scotland)

Paperback #261845 Nov-2023 9781913393847 £8.99

The Little Guide to Shorelines
Alison Davies(Author), Tom Frost(Illustrator)
Dive into the fascinating world of coastal wildlife with this holiday pocket guide. Featuring 40
beautifully illustrated pebbles, shells, crabs, small sea creatures and more, discover more
about life between the tides with The Little Guide to...

96 pages | colour illustrations | Quadrille Publishing

Hardback #261864 2023 9781787139596 £9.99

Wildlife of the North
Animals of the High Latitudes of North America and Europe
Hälle Flygare(Author), Valerius Geist(Author), Geoffrey Holroyd(Author), Wayne Lynch(Author)
"The Arctic is the greatest wilderness on Earth", says wildlife guide and photographer Hälle
Flygare.In this beautiful book of pictures of birds and mammals of the high country and far
north, two eminent biologists (Valerius Geist and...

264 pages | 240 colour photos, 1 colour map | Firefly Books

Paperback #261879 Oct-2023 9780228104551 £19.95

Two Lights
Walking Through Landscapes of Loss and Life
James Roberts(Author)
An extraordinary account of searching for the wildness left in our world – spanning continents
and geological eras, skies and oceans, animals and birds, and even the planets and stars.With
dizzying acuity and insight, Roberts paints a portrait...

320 pages | September Publishing

Hardback #261885 2023 9781912836178 £16.99

Paw Prints in the Sand
Simon LF Palmer(Author)
An adventure in the 34th largest country in the world where you can find the largest canyon in
Africa. The oldest deserts, nature’s most iconic animals, and the people who love, and
champion them. Simon Palmer has photographed classic rock...

92 pages | 130 colour & 19 b/w photos | Into the West Publishing

Hardback #261945 2020 9781838189501 £19.95

Mississippi's Natural Heritage
Photographs of Flora and Fauna
Wesley L Shoop(Author)
Mississippi's Natural Heritage: Photographs of Flora and Fauna glories in the plants and
animals of the state. Featuring four hundred beautiful color photographs and a complete index
of included species, Mississippi's Natural Heritage is the...

277 pages | 400 colour photos | University Press of Mississippi

Hardback #261946 Oct-2023 9781496846808 £51.99

Wild About Dorset
The Nature Diary of a West Country Parish
Brian Jackman(Author), Carry Ackroyd(Illustrator)
Wild About Dorset is a new collection of nature writing from award-winning journalist and
author Brian Jackman.Drawing on a decade's worth of monthly columns in his local community
magazine, Jackman paints a 'year in the life' of wildlife...

176 pages | colour illustrations | Bradt Travel Guides

Paperback #261949 2022 9781804690321 £12.99
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A Moving Meditation
Life on a Cape Cod Kettle Pond
Stephen G Waller(Author)
Cape Cod, a peninsula in Massachusetts, is known for its beaches, throngs of summer visitors,
and the activities that accompany seaside living, but it is also home to several kettle ponds,
which offer a more tranquil setting. Formed from glaciers...

160 pages | 6 illustrations | University of Massachusetts Press

Paperback #261957 Nov-2023 9781625347749 £22.95
Hardback #261956 Nov-2023 9781625347756 £87.99

Sarn Helen
A Journey Through Wales, Past, Present and Future
Tom Bullough(Author), Jackie Morris(Illustrator)
From the author of Addlands, and featuring illustrations by Jackie Morris, an immersive and
evocative non-fictional journey through Wales and a revelatory meditation on the nation's past,
present and future.Sarn Helen – Helen's Causeway...

288 pages | Granta

Paperback #261985 Jan-2024 9781783788118 £10.99
Hardback #261984 2023 9781783788095 £16.99

Why Women Grow
Stories of Soil, Sisterhood and Survival
Alice Vincent(Author)
Women have always gardened, but our stories have been buried with our work. Alice Vincent is
on a quest to change that. To understand what encourages women to go out, work the soil,
plant seeds and nurture them, even when so many other...

304 pages | Canongate

Hardback #261986 2023 9781838855437 £16.99

A Line in the World
A Year on the North Sea Coast
Dorthe Nors(Author), Signe Parkins(Illustrator)
The debut non-fiction work from one of Denmark's most acclaimed writers, winner of the 2022
Blixen Prize and previously shortlisted for the International Booker Prize – featuring exquisite
illustrations, including a map of the...

240 pages | Pushkin Press

Paperback #261989 Sep-2023 9781782277972 £9.99
Hardback #261988 2022 9781782277958 £16.99

Cacophony of Bone
Kerri ní Dochartaigh(Author)
Two days after the Winter Solstice in 2019 Kerri and her partner M moved to a small, remote
railway cottage in the heart of Ireland. They were looking for a home, somewhere to stay put.
What followed was a year of many changes. The pandemic arrived...

304 pages | Canongate

Paperback #261991 Jan-2024 9781838856304 £10.99
Hardback #261990 2023 9781838856281 £16.99

The French Collector
Journal and Letters of Theodore Leschenault, Botanist of the Baudin Expedition
Paul Gibbard(Author)
The French botanist Théodore Leschenault (1773-1826) travelled with Nicolas Baudin's
voyage of discovery to Australia in the years 1800 to 1803: his journal and letters vividly record
his impressions of the plant life and animals he...

350 pages | UWA Publishing

Paperback #262004 2023 9781760802165 £22.99

Reading the Glass
A Sailor's Stories of Weather
Elliot Rappaport(Author)
'Date, time, wind, waves, pressure, temperature, and cloud cover. Like pilots, roofers and
mountain climbers, mariners are obsessed with the weather, immersed in it as part of their
daily calculus . . . Make good decisions, mariners are fond of...

336 pages | Sceptre

Paperback #262019 Jan-2024 9781529369373 £10.99
Hardback #262018 2023 9781529369335 £21.99

La Vie
A Year in Rural France
John Lewis-Stempel(Author)
The Charente: roofs of red terracotta tiles, bleached-white walls, windows shuttered against the
blaring sun. The baker does his rounds in his battered little white van with a hundred warm
baguettes in the back, while a cat picks its way past a...

208 pages | Doubleday

Hardback #262021 2023 9780857526458 £16.99

No Earthly Pole
The Search for the Truth about the Franklin Expedition 1845
Ernest C Coleman(Author)
Ernest Coleman has led or participated in four expeditions to find out the fate of the Franklin
expedition. In total, 129 men were lost from the two ships the Erebus and the Terror, looking for
the North-West Passage. Many theories have been put...

352 pages | 16 plates with colour illustrations | Amberley Publishing

Paperback #262026 2023 9781398115446 £12.99
Hardback #262025 2020 9781398102118 £24.99

Some of Us Just Fall
On Nature and Not Getting Better
Polly Atkin(Author)
'Long before I knew I was sick, I knew I was breakable . . .'After years of unexplained health
problems, Polly Atkin's perception of her body was rendered fluid and disjointed. When she
was finally diagnosed with two chronic conditions in...

296 pages | no illustrations | Sceptre

Hardback #262048 2023 9781399717984 £19.99

Wild Ireland
A Nature Journey from Shore to Peak
Carsten Krieger(Author)
Author and photographer Carsten Krieger takes us on a journey across Ireland to explore the
nature we pass by every day, and that which is buried deep in the bog, high in the mountains
and under crashing waves.Discover alpine flowers blooming in the...

192 pages | 250 colour photos | O'Brien Press

Hardback #262049 2023 9781788493178 £22.99

Morpho: Mammals
Elements of Comparative Morphology
Michel Lauricella(Author)
This small, portable book presents more than 500 drawings for 100 species of mammals,
collected into categories of habitat – land, water, and air. In this book, artist and teacher Michel
Lauricella defines the anatomical characteristics that...

96 pages | b/w illustrations | Rocky Nook

Paperback #262064 2023 9781681989976 £13.99
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These Trees Tell a Story
The Art of Reading Landscapes
Noah Charney(Author)
A deeply personal master class on how to read a natural landscape and unravel the clues to its
unique ecological history.Structured as a series of interactive field walks through ten New
England ecosystems, this book challenges readers to see the...

432 pages | 129 colour & 11 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Paperback #262074 2023 9780300230895 £21.99

"Look Here, Sir, What a Curious Bird"
Searching for Ali, Alfred Russel Wallace's Faithful Companion
Paul Spencer Sochaczewski(Author)
For some 50 years, Paul Sochaczewski has been on the trail of famous naturalist Alfred Russel
Wallace and his little-known assistant Ali. The result of this quest is an imaginative “enhanced
biography” of an illiterate 19th-century...

235 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Explorer's Eye Press

Paperback #262087 2023 9782940573417 £23.99

Wild Waters
The Magic of Ireland's Rivers and Lakes
Richard Nairn(Author)
Rivers and lakes are the arteries and beating heart of Ireland. To our ancestors these wetlands
were their highways, providing valuable sources of food including fish and wildfowl as well as
vital materials such as reeds for thatching and willows for...

416 pages | Gill & Macmillan

Paperback #262089 2023 9780717197576 £17.99

Accordion Books: Fox
Jackie Morris(Author)
An Accordion Book doesn't open, it unfolds. One side is filled with beautiful watercolour images
of an animal: sometimes in motion, sometimes at rest. The other is filled with text – poems,
descriptions, invocations – inspired by the...

18 pages | colour illustrations | Unbound

Unbound #262092 2023 9781800182042 £12.99

Accordion Books: Otter
Jackie Morris(Author)
An Accordion Book doesn't open, it unfolds. One side is filled with beautiful watercolour images
of an animal: sometimes in motion, sometimes at rest. The other is filled with text – poems,
descriptions, invocations – inspired by the...

18 pages | colour illustrations | Unbound

Unbound #262093 2023 9781800182059 £12.99

A Year in the Calder Valley
Simon Zonenblick(Author)
The Calder Valley, in the glorious countryside of West Yorkshire, is a dramatic, often steep-
sided landscape that is home to a wonderful variety of birds, animals, trees and wildflowers.
Together they form a green sanctuary, where it's easy to...

112 pages | Saraband (Scotland)

Paperback #262098 Aug-2023 9781913393755 £9.99

Explore New Zealand Nature
A Natural History Road Trip
Brian Parkinson(Author)
Naturalist and author Brian Parkinson follows the main highways and back country roads,
stopping off at New Zealand's most spectacular locations. The country's isolation for millions of
years means its flora and fauna are unique. Parkinson...

216 pages | 16 colour photos | Upstart Press

Paperback #262100 2022 9781990003639 £17.99

The Real Guide to New Zealand
The Unique Nature of Aotearoa
Mark Danenhauer(Author)
Can you tell a skink from a gecko? Is that a kea or a kaka? Can you spot the difference
between a northern rata and a pohutukawa? This "101 Guide" is designed to help readers
better understand New Zealand's natural history. Written in a...

288 pages | 300+ colour photos, tables | Upstart Press

Paperback #262101 2023 9781990003752 £22.99

The Botanical Artist
Learn to Draw and Paint Flowers in the Style of Pierre-Joseph Redouté
Françoise Balsan(Author)
Capture the enchanting beauty of the natural world with this accessible guide to delightful
botanical drawing, inspired by the revered art style of Pierre-Joseph Redouté.Pierre-Joseph
Redouté was one of the world's most influential...

192 pages | colour illustrations | Arcturus Publishing Ltd

Paperback #262106 Sep-2023 9781789502299 £14.99

New Zealand's Biggest Year
Harry Boorman(Author), Felicity Boorman(Co-Author)
New Zealand's Biggest Year is an epic birding tale of how two friends become rivals and set
out to break the all-time record for the most Aotearoa New Zealand bird species seen in one
calendar year. Their rivalry results in more birds being...

264 pages | 100 colour photos, 30 colour maps | John Beaufoy
Publishing

Paperback #262121 Oct-2023 9781913679392 £19.99

Planet Earth III
Matt Brandon(Author), Mike Gunton(Author), Jonny Keeling(Author)
The iconic series that started it all returns – accompanying an 8-part programme narrated by
David Attenborough, Planet Earth III takes you closer than ever to the world's most fascinating
animals and landscapes – and...

312 pages | colour photos | BBC Books

Hardback #262127 Oct-2023 9781785948275 £29.99

A Parliament of Owls
A Book of Collective Nouns
Chloe Rhodes(Author)
Why are geese in a gaggle? Are lions actually proud? And do crows deserve their murderous
moniker?Collective nouns are one of the most bizarre and baffling aspects of the English
language, and this absorbing book tells the stories of these evocative...

192 pages | b/w illustrations | Michael O'Mara Books

Hardback #262139 Sep-2023 9781789295955 £12.99
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Reference

Wild Guide Greece
Hidden Places, Great Adventures and the Good Life (Including the Mainland, Crete, Corfu,
Rhodes and Over 20 Other Islands)
Sam Firman(Author), Nick Hooton(Author)
Snorkel in azure coves and dive into turquoise sea craters. Roam ancient ruins and cliff-top
temples. Seek out secret waterfalls and ancient olive groves. Hike winding river gorges and
towering peaks. Savour fresh fish, farm cooking and artisan raki....

316 pages | 350 colour photos, 30 colour maps | Wild Things Publishing

Paperback #262146 2023 9781910636367 £18.99

Cicerone Guides: Walking the Dartmoor Way
109-Mile Hike around Dartmoor National Park
Sue Viccars(Author)
This guidebook presents the Dartmoor Way, a 175 km (109 mile) walk around Dartmoor
National Park in Devon. Walked in 10 day-long stages between 12.75 and 20.5 km (8 and
12.75 miles) in length, this waymarked route skirts the edge of England's...

200 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Cicerone Press

Paperback #262153 2023 9781786311153 £16.95

Titanosaur
Life as the Biggest Dinosaur
David Mackintosh(Author)
There's a new visitor at the Natural History Museum in London. Titanosaur has travelled across
the Atlantic from its home in Patagonia, Argentina. Its incredible size feels almost unbelievable,
its legs alone dwarfing the tallest of humans. David...

36 pages | colour illustrations | London Natural History Museum

Paperback #262164 2023 9780565095406 £6.99

Natural History Museum Nature Activity Book
Connect with Nature Wherever You Live
Gardens, parks and woodlands are amazing places to explore and this handbook will inspire
kids to investigate nature and lend a helping hand to the wildlife on their doorstep. Whatever
the season, you'll find it packed with ingenious outdoor...

36 pages | colour illustrations | London Natural History Museum

Paperback #262165 2023 9780565095246 £6.99

Forest Park
Exploring Portland's Natural Sanctuary
Marcy Cottrell Houle(Author)
Situated in the rugged hills west of downtown Portland, Forest Park is the nation's premier
urban natural sanctuary. It supports essential habitat for hundreds of native plants and animals,
including species at risk, and is one of the largest...

232 pages | 120 colour photos, 1 illustration, 24 colour maps | Oregon
State University Press

Paperback #262166 2023 9780870712227 £23.95

Tick, Track And Listen - Kruger
Philip van den Berg(Author), Ingrid van den Berg(Author)
Brand new and unique, this book works with the publisher's free app to play animal and bird
calls and sounds simply by pointing a device over the image. Keep track of all your Kruger
sightings with a tick box system, including star ratings for...

32 pages | colour illustrations | HPH Publishing

Paperback #262182 Oct-2023 9781776323340 £9.99

Madikwe Game Reserve
Philip van den Berg(Author), Ingrid van den Berg(Author), Heinrich van den Berg(Author)
The Madikwe Game Reserve, situated against the Botswana border, just three hour's drive
from both Johannesburg and Pretoria, is one of South Africa's prime safari destinations and its
fifth biggest game reserve. Madikwe is a Big Five game...

192 pages | colour photos | HPH Publishing

Paperback #262183 Oct-2023 9781776323296 £15.99

Kruger Wildlife
Get the Most from Your Game Drive
Philip van den Berg(Author), Heinrich van den Berg(Author), Ingrid van den Berg(Author)
This excellent book's size (13 × 18 cm) belies its incredible utility. The perfect companion to
any foray into the savannah, Kruger Wildlife includes not only beautiful photographs of a wide
array of birds, mammals and reptiles, but...

176 pages | 176 colour photos | HPH Publishing

Paperback #262184 Oct-2023 9781776433100 £12.99

Size
The Measure of All Things
Vaclav Smil(Author)
Size is the most fundamental structural variable of the universe. Neither bacteria nor empires
are immune to its laws. Measuring it is challenging, especially where complex systems like
economies are concerned, yet mastering it offers rich rewards:...

352 pages | Penguin Random House South Africa

Paperback #262162 Nov-2023 9780241992142 £10.99
Hardback #257127 2023 9780241506998 £19.99

Sensational
A New Story of our Senses
Ashley Ward(Author)
Our senses are at the heart of how we navigate the world. Whittling this high-powered and
deliciously varied palette down to just five does a great disservice to the sensory experience,
Sensational argues. In fact, we could have as many as...

384 pages | Profile Books

Paperback #261328 Jan-2024 9781788168878 £10.99
Hardback #258762 2023 9781788168861 £19.99

Earthly Order
How Natural Laws Define Human Life
Saleem H Ali(Author)
The COVID-19 Pandemic has brought forth global anxiety about linkages between the
environment and society at a fundamental structural level. Earthly Order: How Natural Laws
Define Human Life provides an accessible exposition of the latest...

288 pages | 44 illustrations | Oxford University Press USA

Hardback #261868 2022 9780197640272 £26.49
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Conservation & Biodiversity

Handbook of Himalayan Ecosystems and Sustainability, Volume 1
Spatio-Temporal Monitoring of Forests and Climate
Bikash Ranjan Parida(Editor), Arvind Chandra Pandey(Editor), Mukunda Dev Behera(Editor),
Navneet Kumar(Editor)
Volume 1:  Spatio-Temporal Monitoring of Forests and Climate is aimed to describe the recent
progress and developments of geospatial technologies (remote sensing and GIS) for
assessing, monitoring and managing fragile Himalayan ecosystems and...

376 pages | 116 colour & 20 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #261948 2022 9781032203140 £140.00

Handbook of Himalayan Ecosystems and Sustainability, Volume 2
Spatio-Temporal Monitoring of Water Resources and Climate
Bikash Ranjan Parida(Editor), Arvind Chandra Pandey(Editor), Mukunda Dev Behera(Editor),
Navneet Kumar(Editor)
Volume 2: Handbook of Spatio-Temporal Monitoring of Water Resources and Climate is aimed
to describe the current state of knowledge and developments of geospatial technologies
(Remote Sensing and Geographic Information Systems) for assessing and...

380 pages | 156 colour & 12 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #261959 2022 9781032203157 £140.00

Applied Wildlife Habitat Management, Second Edition
Roel R Lopez(Author), Jared Beaver(Author), Israel D Parker(Author), Michael L
Morrison(Author)
Applied Wildlife Habitat Management, second edition, provides a practical guide for users with
many levels of expertise in wildlife habitat management and an interest in land conservation
planning. Topics are presented so the reader can develop a...

344 pages | 38 colour & 8 b/w photos, 17 b/w illustrations, 3 b/w maps |
Texas A & M University Press

Hardback #261428 Jan-2024 9781648431654 £56.99

The Protected Areas of Ranomafana and Andringitra in Central Southeastern
Madagascar / Les Aires Protégées de Ranomafana et Andringitra dans le Centre Sud-
Est de Madagascar
Steven M Goodman(Author), Marie Jeanne Raherilalao(Author), Sébastien
Wohlhauser(Author)
A bilingual (French-English) guide for tourists to two widely visited protected areas in central
southeastern Madagascar. The book covers a wide variety of subjects for each site, provides
insightful information for visitors, and is illustrated with...

76 pages | 28 colour photos and colour maps | Association Vahatra

Paperback #261773 2023 9782957984923 £18.99

Reflections on Forest Management
Can Fish and Fiber Coexist?
Robert J Danehy(Editor), C Andrew Dolloff(Editor), Gordon H Reeves(Editor)
Forests support fish. Forests provide commodities. Since the removal and replacement of
much of the indigenous forests in North America during the 200+ year wave of European
settlement, many aquatic species historically dependent on forests have...

464 pages | American Fisheries Society

Paperback #261805 2022 9781934874660 £150.00

A Tale of Two Cranes
Lessons Learned from 50 Years of the Endangered Species Act
Nathanial Gronewold(Author)
It's been 50 years since the United States attempted a conservation revolution with the passing
of the Endangered Species Act in 1973. Now, fifty years later, the Fish and Wildlife Service
finds itself at a crossroads: some recovery efforts are...

288 pages | colour illustrations | Prometheus Books

Hardback #261812 Nov-2023 9781633887626 £22.99

Conservation in Chilean Patagonia
Assessing the State of Knowledge, Opportunities, and Challenges
Juan Carlos Castilla(Editor), Juan J Armesto(Editor), Maria Jose Martinez-Harms(Editor),
David Tecklin(Editor)
Chilean Patagonia, located at the southwestern tip of South America, is one of the last regions
on Earth where highly intact environments predominate. With a coastline that extends along
some 100,000 km of fjords, channels, and islands, it has one of...

600 pages | 100 colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #261856 Nov-2023 9783031394102 £34.99
Hardback #261857 Nov-2023 9783031394072 £44.99

Faunal Diversity of Coringa Wildlife Sanctuary, Andhra Pradesh
C Raghunathan(Author), S Balakrishnan(Author), Tamal Mondal(Author), Dhriti
Banerjee(Author)
Coringa Wildlife Sanctuary in the Indian state of Andhra Pradesh represents a combination of
riverine, estuarine, and mangrove ecosystems, along with coastal and marine habitats,
providing a combination of biological and ecological services. This...

258 pages | Zoological Survey of India

Paperback #261884 2022 9788181715968 £190.00

Defending Animals
Finding Hope on the Front Lines of Animal Protection
Kendra Coulter(Author)
An in-depth look at the urgent struggle to protect animals from harm, cruelty, injustice,
extinction, and their greatest threat – us.Beloved dogs and cats. Magnificent horses and
mountain gorillas. Curious chickens. What do we actually do to...

272 pages | 3 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #261905 Sep-2023 9780262048286 £22.99

Raised by the Zoo
My Life with Elephants and Other Animals
Gerry Creighton(Author)
People have been enchanted by elephants for centuries. For Gerry Creighton, this fascination
began at an early age; his father was a keeper at Dublin Zoo and instilled in him a love and
respect for animals. Gerry followed his father and joined the...

320 pages | Gill & Macmillan

Hardback #261910 Sep-2023 9780717197514 £21.99

Conservation of Ecological Heritage and Sacred Sites of India, Part 1
This compilation contains several articles on the conservation of sacred sites in India.

131 pages | C.P.R. Environmental Education Centre

Paperback #261941 2022 9788186901335 £24.99
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Ornithology

Biodiversity
Threats and Conservation
Ranbir Chander Sobti(Author)
The term "biodiversity" or "biological diversity" describes the variety of living beings on Earth
encompassing microorganisms, plants, animals, and ecosystems, such as coral reefs, forests,
and deserts. In fact, it also represents...

496 pages | 148 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #261942 2022 9781032115443 £150.00

Island to Island: The Pictures Behind the Story
From Somerset to Seychelles – A Collection of Photographs
Sally Mills(Author)
Island to Island: The Pictures Behind the Story is a unique assemblage of photographs,
capturing not only the incredible wildlife and beautiful landscapes found in Seychelles, but also
the difficulties of managing a remote tropical island nature...

205 pages | 55 colour & 142 b/w photos | Cranthorpe Millner

Paperback #262110 Aug-2023 9781803781426 £18.99

Animal Rights Law
Raffael N Fasel(Author), Sean C Butler(Author)
Do animals have legal rights? This pioneering book tells readers everything they need to know
about animal rights law.Using straightforward examples from over 30 legal systems from both
the civil and common law traditions, and based on popular...

240 pages | Hart Publishing Ltd

Paperback #262155 2023 9781509956104 £24.99
Hardback #262154 2023 9781509956463 £74.99

Climate Travels
How Ecotourism Changes Mindsets and Motivates Action
Michael M Gunter, Jr.(Author)
Many accounts of climate change depict disasters striking faraway places: melting ice caps,
fearsome hurricanes, all-consuming fires. How can seeing the consequences of human
impacts up close help us grasp how global warming affects us and our...

360 pages | Columbia University Press

Paperback #262210 2023 9780231205894 £24.99
Hardback #262209 2023 9780231205887 £99.99

Mexican Fauna in the Anthropocene
Fernando Álvarez(Editor), Robert W Jones(Editor), C Patricia Ornelas-García(Editor), Rubén
Pineda-López(Editor)
This contributed volume presents an analysis of the current conservation status of major faunal
groups in Mexico. The chapters describe a prognosis of future challenges, and also explore the
expanding threats inherent in the Anthropocene within the...

597 pages | 50 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #262213 2023 9783031172762 £199.99

Aves de la Provincia de Buenos Aires
Guia de Campo
Tito Narosky(Author), Francisco González Táboas(Author)
The province of Buenos Aires is the largest in Argentina, but also one of the most diverse
environments. Its cities, beaches, grasslands, jungles, mountains, and lagoons are home to
more than 400 species of birds. However, very few of those who live...

413 pages | 900+ colour photos | Ecoval Ediciones

Paperback #262212 2022 9789874003676 £64.99

The Hidden Life of Garden Birds
The Unseen Drama Behind Everyday Survival
Dominic Couzens(Author)
A glimpse into the secret lives of over 50 garden birds, with beautiful illustrations and intriguing
facts. Did you know that woodpeckers are capable of learning simple codes? Hooded crows
can form connections with humans? A jay's call affects...

208 pages | Gaia Books

Hardback #261336 Jan-2024 9781856755139 £14.99

A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of Borneo
Sabah, Sarawak, Brunei and Kalimantan
Wong Tsu Shi(Author)
A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of Borneo is an introductory photographic identification guide
to 280 bird species commonly seen in on the island of Borneo (covering Sabah, Sarawak,
Brunei and Kalimantan), including the most commonly seen and...

176 pages | 300 colour photos | John Beaufoy Publishing

Paperback #262120 Oct-2023 9781913679446 £12.99

The 100 Best Birdwatching Sites in Australia
Sue Taylor(Author)
The 100 Best Birdwatching Sites in Australia contains the author's personal selection of 100 of
the best birdwatching sites in all states, territories and islands of Australia. The sites are
chosen for the large number of species or the large...

224 pages | 300 colour photos, 100 colour maps | John Beaufoy
Publishing

Paperback #262117 Oct-2023 9781913679514 £19.99

The Birds of the Delhi Area
Sudhir Vyas(Author)
An updated, thoroughly researched and annotated checklist of the birds of the Delhi, India, and
the surrounding areas that can be covered within a day's birding excursion from the city.Delhi
is one of the most bird-rich national capitals in the...

320 pages | colour photos | Juggernaut

Paperback #261909 2023 9789353451646 £66.99

Birds of Italy
Marianne Taylor(Author), Daniele Occhiato(Author)
The definitive photographic guide to the amazing avifauna of Italy. From the Alps and
Dolomites in the north to the coastlines of the Mediterranean Sea, Italy has a diverse range of
natural habitats. The country is also a migration path across Europe...

224 pages | 300+ colour photos | Helm

Paperback #260992 Jan-2024 9781399410649 £16.99

The 50 Best Birdwatching Sites in New Zealand
Liz Light(Author), Oscar Thomas(Author)
Aotearoa New Zealand has a diverse range of bird species but is especially renowned for its
seabirds. Fifteen of the world's 18 penguin species have been recorded in the New Zealand
region. Nine of these species breed here. Of petrels, 40 of the...

220 pages | 200 colour photos, 5 colour maps | John Beaufoy Publishing

Paperback #262118 Oct-2023 9781913679408 £19.99
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Botany

Kruger Birds
Get the Most from Your Game Drive
Philip van den Berg(Author), Ingrid van den Berg(Author), Heinrich van den Berg(Author)
This is a pocket-sized safari guide (13 × 18 cm) features the birds of the Kruger. Birding is
becoming more popular than ever and this book will make it easier for readers to become
familiar with the birds that are most often seen on game...

300 pages | 300 colour photos | HPH Publishing

Paperback #262185 Oct-2023 9781776323319 £15.99

A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds Of New Zealand
Oscar Thomas(Author)
A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of New Zealand is an introductory photographic identification
guide to 250 bird species, including the most commonly seen, unique and endemic species.
High-quality photographs from one of New Zealand's...

176 pages | 300 colour photos | John Beaufoy Publishing

Paperback #262119 Oct-2023 9781913679415 £12.99

A Sky Full of Kites
A Rewilding Story
Tom Bowser(Author), Gordon Buchanan(Foreword By)
Red kites were once Britain's most common bird of prey. By the early 1900s, they'd been
wiped out in Scotland and England following centuries of ruthless persecution. When some
reintroduced kites began roosting on their 1,400-acre farm at...

272 pages | 16 plates with colour photos | Birlinn Publishing

Paperback #262114 Jul-2024 9781780277769 £9.99
Paperback #252713 2021 9781780276502 £14.99

Birds of Spain
James Lowen(Author), Carlos González Bocos(Author)
The definitive photographic guide to the avifauna of Spain. Spain is recognised as one of
Europe's richest birdwatching destinations, one that offers a host of regional specialities. It
includes famous birding hotspots such as the vast Coto...

224 pages | 400 colour photos | Helm

Paperback #261617 Jan-2024 9781399405010 £16.99

An Avian Alphabet
Maggie Dimon(Author)
In this collection of drawings, collages, and poetry, Maggie Dimon celebrates an "alphabet" of
birds that have touched her heart. From the seldom-seen Nightjar to the unfairly maligned
Vulture, we are encouraged to pay attention to the...

70 pages | illustrations | O'Leary Publishing

Hardback #261785 2023 9781952491566 £29.99

In Eagle Country
Some Long Studies and Short Stories
Kate Crane(Author), Ken Crane(Author)
This book is a distillation of golden eagle observations made over four decades on Skye,
combining longer chapters based on particular field studies with batches of supplementary
short stories on related themes. Largely anecdotal in style, it is both...

215 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; b/w illustrations | Kate and Ken
Crane (privately published)

Paperback #261787 2023 9781399947527 £17.99

Birds of Buxa Tiger Reserve
Buxa Tiger Conservation Foundation (BTCF)(Author)
This book contains photographs 425 of birds of Buxa Tiger Reserve that have been
documented during the surveys conducted by Bombay National History Society, India Eco-
development project, Buxa Bird Festivals and different photographers from time to...

225 pages | colour photos | Aakar Books

Paperback #261817 2021 9789350027066 £44.99

The CNG Field Guide to the Birds of China [Chinese]
Liu Yang(Author)
This field guide showcases the work of leading Chinese ornithologists, birdwatchers, and
illustrators. China is among the top-ten countries in the world with the most speciose avifauna,
and is home to many endemic species. In recent years, Chinese...

688 pages | 4000+ colour illustrations, 1000+ colour distribution maps |
Hunan Science and Technology Press

Paperback #261875 2021 9787571008741 £79.99

Orkney Bird Report 2022
Andy Mitchell(Editor), Joan Maynard(Editor)
The 2022 edition of the Orkney Bird Report, with full-colour photographs, includes information
on species, sightings, nesting habitats and locations, and ringing recoveries during 2022.
Regular features are the rarities, bringing, and meteorological...

125 pages | 14 plates with colour photos; colour photos, colour
illustrations, tables | Orkney Bird Report Committee

Paperback #261931 2023 £12.99

Owl Out!
The Trailblazing Journey of Finding All Owls in the Indian Subcontinent in One Year!
Dhiraj Singh(Author)
An adrenaline-pumping journey of finding and photographing all owls in the Indian
subcontinent within a record time span of one year. It is a story of planning, grit, confidence,
and providence. It is a race against self, against time, against...

186 pages | Notion Press

Paperback #261932 2023 9798890264060 £44.99

A Field Guide to the Birds of Singapore
A Field Guide to the Birds of Singapore is a fully comprehensive field guide to the 422 bird
species of Singapore, as well as 'escapees' not formally accepted as 'wild' birds. The species
are clearly illustrated in over 100 plates,...

232 pages | 150 plates with colour illustrations | John Beaufoy Publishing

Paperback #262133 Oct-2023 9781913679507 £24.99

Lancashire Bird Report 2022
Steve J White(Editor)
This report contains the systematic list of bird species observed in Lancashire, north-west
England, during 2022. Also included is the Lancashire ringing report.

175 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour tables | Lancashire
& Cheshire Fauna Society

Paperback #262205 Aug-2023 £8.50

Trees
Allen J Coombes(Author)
The clearest and sharpest definition guide to over 500 species of trees from around the
world.DK Handbook: Trees explains what a tree is, how trees are classified, and how to keep a
record of the trees you have seen. Packed with over 1,000...

320 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Flexibound #261791 Aug-2023 9780241600924 £12.99
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The Kew Gardener's Guide to Growing Cacti and Succulents
The Art and Science to Grow with Confidence
Paul A Rees(Author)
This inspirational book from Kew Gardens' cacti and succulents expert is the perfect guide to
growing and maintaining a wide variety of these fascinating plants.Indoors or outside, in the
smallest spaces or as features in large gardens,...

144 pages | 150+ colour photos | Frances Lincoln Ltd

Hardback #262041 2023 9780711277144 £14.99

Northeast Ferns
A Field Guide to the Ferns and Fern Relatives of the Northeastern United States
Steve William Chadde(Author)
Northeast Ferns is the first modern, comprehensive field guide to the true ferns and fern
relatives of New England and the northeastern United States, including the states of
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,...

310 pages | b/w photos, b/w line drawings, b/w distribution maps |
Orchard Innovations

Paperback #261891 2023 9781951682712 £21.99

Sexus Botanicus
The Love Lives of Plants
Joanne Anton(Author), Erik Butler(Translated by)
A richly illustrated exploration of the astonishing diversity in sexual characteristics and
behaviours of plants from the fig tree to the sacred lotus.Why do some plants flower while
others do not? What happens during pollination? How can the...

184 pages | 61 colour & 1 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #261901 Sep-2023 9780262546454 £25.99

Small Opuntias
John Pilbeam(Author), Mike Partridge(Author)
This book deals with the small Opuntias, which are often no more than a few centimetres tall.
They are clustering plants, mostly of 9 genera (Austrocylindropuntia, Cumulopuntia,
Maihuenia, Maihueniopsis, Miqueliopuntia, Pterocactus, Punotia,...

136 pages | 276 colour photos, 15 colour maps | John Pilbeam (privately
published)

Paperback #261902 2023 £27.99
Hardback #236435 2016 9780902099418 £37.99

Orchids of Eravikulam National Park, Munnar
M Saleem(Author), VK Balaji(Author), Dan Mathew(Author), R Lekshmi(Author), Job J
Neriaparambil(Author), Salish J Menachery(Author)
Eravikulam National Park is located along the Western Ghats in the Idukki and Ernakulam
districts of Kerala in India. This field guide describes and pictures 55 species of which 14 are
endemic to the Western Ghats.

80 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Jawaharlal Nehru
Tropical Botanic Garden & Research Institute

Paperback #261826 2022 9788195504329 £30.99

The Wildlife Gardener's Almanac
A Seasonal Guide to Increasing the Biodiversity in Your Garden
Jackie Bennett(Author)
The ultimate guide to encouraging wildlife into the garden all year round.Taking a month-by-
month approach, The Wildlife Gardener's Almanac is packed with ideas, advice, tips and
checklists, to give gardeners the best chance to make their...

144 pages | b/w illustrations | David & Charles

Paperback #261829 2023 9781446309537 £14.99

How to Attract Wildlife to Your Garden
Foods They Like, Plants They Love, Shelter They Need
Dan Rouse(Author)
In a world with too much concrete and not enough greenery, every wildlife-friendly garden can
make a huge difference. But what if we told you that you can make a difference to your local
wildlife from the comfort of your own home? You can help to...

192 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #261830 2023 9780241593301 £16.99

The Little Guide to Wildflowers
Alison Davies(Author), Tom Frost(Illustrator)
Discover the intriguing world of wildflowers with this handy pocket guide.Beautifully illustrated
throughout, The Little Guide to Wildflowers offers a fresh perspective on identifying the flowers
around you. Featuring 40 of the most beautiful flowers...

96 pages | colour illustrations | Quadrille Publishing

Hardback #261831 2023 9781787139589 £9.99

Acacias
The Genus Acacia (Sensu Lato)
Ephraim Shmaya Philip Lansky(Author), Helena Maaria Paavilainen(Author), Shifra
Lansky(Author)
Acacias: The Genus Acacia (Sensu Lato) is an evidence-based treatment of this supergenus,
through the eyes of a clinical pharmacognosist and integrative medicine specialist. The book
begins with antiviral activity, revealing within the five genera of...

176 pages | 202 colour photos, 51 b/w illustrations, tables | CRC Press

Hardback #261837 2023 9781138339804 £150.00

Distribution Atlas of Submerged Macrophytes along the German Baltic Sea Coastline
Karin Fürhaupter(Author), Petra Schilling(Author), Thomas Meyer(Author), Torsten
Berg(Author)
The Distribution Atlas of Submerged Macrophytes along the German Baltic Sea Coastline is a
comprehensive compilation of the marine macrophytes in the German Baltic Sea. It consists of
detailed distribution maps and corresponding information on...

407 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Gantner Verlag

Hardback #261842 2022 9783946583400 £89.99

Pressed Plants
Making a Herbarium
Linda PJ Lipsen(Author), Derek Tan(Illustrator)
A compact and contemporary guide to collecting, drying and storing plant specimens – suitable
for both professional researchers and ardent amateurs. The long-awaited update to Dr.
Christoper Brayshaw's beloved Plant Collecting for the...

96 pages | Royal British Columbia Museum

Paperback #261858 2023 9780772680563 £18.95

Lotus (Nelumbo nucifera Gaertn.)
National Flower of India
SC Sharma(Author), Anil K Goel(Author), YK Sharma(Author)
This coffee table book is aimed to provide detailed information about the lotus flower in a very
precise and lucid manner so that even the general public can understand the significance of
this highly revered plant species.

108 pages | colour photos | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #261865 2022 9788121107334 £89.99
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Lichens
The Macrolichens of Ontario and the Great Lakes Region of the United States
R Troy McMullin(Author)
Lichens are complex life forms that are the result of a symbiotic partnership between multiple
organisms, usually a fungus and an alga. Though often overlooked or mistaken for other
organisms (like moss), lichens are a critical part of each ecosystem...

608 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Firefly Books

Flexibound #261878 Sep-2023 9780228103691 £39.99

The Dynamics of Plant Growth
Integrating Morphology, Physiology, and Development
E David Ford(Author)
Answers to practical questions about plant growth are sought with increasing urgency. Climate
change is affecting the stability of vegetation, the yield of many important crops, and there is a
continual need for ever more productive varieties to feed...

240 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #261881 Oct-2023 9780192867186 £39.99
Hardback #261880 Oct-2023 9780192867179 £94.99

Flora of Tirunelveli Hills (Southern Western Ghats), Volume 4: Monocotyledons (2-
Volume Set)
Visuvasam Soosai Manickam(Author), P Pandikumar(Author), S Mutheeswaran(Author), K
Uthayakumari(Author), S Ignacimuthu(Author)
With the completion of the fourth and final volume, the project to bring out a comprehensive
taxonomic account of the angiosperm flora of Tirunelveli Hills, the Eastern slopes of
Agathimalai, and the Southernmost part of the Western Ghats with a...

598 pages | b/w line drawings | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #261900 2023 9789393628367 £245.00

Orchids of Uttarakhand
A Field Guide
Gopal Singh Rawat(Author), Jeewan Singh Jalal(Author), Gajendra Singh(Author)
The Orchids of Uttarakhand is a first-of-its-kind, lavishly illustrated field guide that provides a
comprehensive photographic account of the orchid diversity of the Indian state of Uttarakhand.
It has been specially designed for nature lovers,...

342 pages | 800+ colour photos, distribution maps | Bishen Singh
Mahendra Pal Singh

Paperback #261908 2023 9788195589869 £74.99

Pteridophytes of Bhutan
A Taxonomic Enumeration
CR Fraser-Jenkins(Author), S Matsumoto(Author), Sagun Pariya(Author), Phuntsho
Wangdi(Author)
The present work is the first complete study of pteridophytes (ferns and allies) from the
Kingdom of Bhutan in the East Himalayas. The country has long been isolated, and its fern
flora is little known apart from a few earlier collections. This is...

610 pages | 338 colour photos | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Paperback #261913 2023 9789394991064 £200.00

An Illustrated Pteridophytic Flora of Jammu and Kashmir
SP Khullar(Author), HS Kirn(Author), CR Fraser-Jenkins(Author)
An Illustrated Pteridophytic Flora of Jammu and Kashmir provides for the first time a
comprehensive modern account with detailed descriptions of 207 species, subspecies, and
hybrids of pteridophytes recognised from Jammu and Kashmir on the border of...

522 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Bishen Singh Mahendra
Pal Singh

Paperback #261918 2023 9789393628107 £170.00

Ferns of Swat Revisited
CR Fraser-Jenkins(Author), Syed Nasar Shah(Author), Atta Ullah(Author)
This book by authors thoroughly experienced in the ferns of Pakistan and of the Swat region
catalogues and illustrates the 105 species (and additional subspecies) of pteridophytes
currently known from greater Swat (Swat, Shangla and Buner Districts)...

260 pages | colour photos | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Paperback #261923 2023 9789394991088 £150.00

The National Plant Collections Directory 2023
700 Plant Collections and Where to Visit Them
Plant Heritage(Author)
The 2023 Directory contains details of the National Plant Collections listed by county, and new
collections accredited in 2022. Collection Holders are experts in their field, and our Directory is
a handy guide to get in touch with plant experts to...

colour & b/w photos | Plant Heritage

Paperback #261924 2023 9781999996659 £18.99

Grasses for Gardens and Landscapes
Design, Selection, Cultivation
Neil Lucas(Author)
This design-forward guide profiles the best ornamental grasses for use in landscapes and
gardens – along with advice for successful cultivation.Ornamental grasses have long been a
mainstay of contemporary planting design, as integral components...

328 pages | 530 colour photos | Timber Press

Hardback #261925 2023 9781643261157 £39.99

Compost Teas for the Organic Grower
Eric Fisher(Author)
This book will teach you everything you need to know about feeding your garden, orchard or
smallholding with homemade and chemical-free `teas'. It is packed with recipes for creating
nutrient-rich, healthy soil, to give you healthy plants and...

256 pages | colour photos, illustrations | Permanent Publications

Paperback #261937 2019 9781856233279 £18.95

Trees of Rajaji Tiger Reserve
An Identification Manual
BP Uniyal(Author), SK Uniyal(Author)
The book is the first of its kind and it would be an excellent field guide for the common plants of
Rajaji Tiger Reserve in the Indian state of Uttarakhand. It provides very simple keys to the
genera based on easily observable field characters,...

32 pages | colour photos | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Paperback #261965 2023 9789394991040 £29.99

A Visitor's Guide to the Plants of Muir Woods National Monument
Steve William Chadde(Author), Gladys L Smith(Author)
A Visitor's Guide to the Plants of Muir Woods National Monument provides an introduction to
the trees, shrubs, wildflowers, and ferns found in this preserved redwood grove located just
north of San Francisco. Arranged first by trees and shrubs,...

108 pages | colour photos | Pathfinder Books

Paperback #261968 2023 9781951682729 £17.99
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Wildflowers of Texas
Field Guide
Nora Mays Bowers(Author), Rick Bowers(Author), Stan Tekiela(Author)
With this famous field guide by Nora Bowers, Rick Bowers, and Stan Tekiela, you can make
wildflower identification simple, informative, and productive. There's no need to look through
dozens of photos of wildflowers that don't grow in Texas....

432 pages | colour photos, illustrations | Adventure Publications

Paperback #261974 2023 9781647553821 £13.99

Wild Edible Plants of Arkansas
Learn to Collect, Prepare, & Utilize 58 Wild Edible Plants of Arkansas' Valleys, Mountains, &
Plains
Charles W Kane(Author)
The Ozark and Ouachita Mountains, Arkansas River Valley, and lowland Mississippi-Coastal
Plains support a rich array of plant life. For the forager, this interplay of regions equals an
abundance of wild edible nuts, berries, greens, and roots. But...

64 pages | 160 colour photos, maps | Lincoln Town Press

Paperback #261976 2023 9781736924143 £15.99

People & Permaculture
Designing Personal, Collective and Planetary Well-Being
Looby Macnamara(Author), Rebecca Storch(Illustrator)
This is the first book to explore how to use permaculture design and principles for people – to
restore personal, social and planetary well-being. People & Permaculture widens the definition
of permaculture from being mainly about...

336 pages | 140 b/w illustrations | Permanent Publications

Paperback #261979 2012 9781856230872 £14.95

Sepp Holzer's Permaculture
A Practical Guide for Farms, Orchards and Gardens
Sepp Holzer(Author)
Sepp Holzer farms steep mountainsides in Austria, 1,500 metres above sea level. His farm is
an intricate network of terraces, raised beds, ponds, waterways and tracks, well covered with
productive fruit trees and other vegetation, with the farmhouse...

240 pages | 183 colour photos and colour illustrations | Permanent
Publications

Paperback #262015 2010 9781856230599 £19.95

Unearthed
On Race and Roots, and How the Soil Taught Me I Belong
Claire Ratinon(Author)
A powerful work of memoir and storytelling that will change the way we think about the natural
world.Unearthed is the story of how Claire Ratinon found belonging through falling in love with
growing plants and reconnecting with nature.Like many...

320 pages | Vintage

Paperback #262028 2023 9781529114867 £10.99
Hardback #262027 2022 9781784744472 £16.99

The Vegan Book of Permaculture
Recipes for Healthy Eating and Earthright Living
Graham Burnett(Author)
This title contains plenty of delicious, healthy and wholesome exploitation-free recipes. It
provides solution-based approaches to nurturing personal effectiveness and health. It
discusses eco-friendly living, home and garden design, veganic food...

304 pages | b/w illustrations | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262031 2015 9781856232012 £15.95

The Essential Tree Selection Guide
For Climate Resilience, Carbon Storage, Species Diversity and Other Ecosystem Benefits
Henrik Sjöman(Author), Arit Anderson(Author)
There has never been a better time to plant trees. As well as playing a vital role in the health of
the natural world and of us humans, these essential life-giving plants also deliver a vast array
of hidden benefits such as cooling shade, rainfall...

528 pages | colour illustrations | Filbert Press

Hardback #262033 Oct-2023 9781739903947 £49.99

Struik Pocket Guide: Trees of Zambia
Adam Pope(Author), Clare Barkworth(Author)
This accessible and easy-to-use introduction to the trees of Zambia describes 141 of the most
common indigenous and naturalized tree species likely to be encountered. The trees have
been organized into five groups according to similar...

144 pages | ~590 colour photos, colour distribution maps | Penguin
Random House South Africa

Paperback #262037 Nov-2023 9781775848455 £10.99

The World of Crocuses: The First Supplement
Jānis Rukšāns(Author)
The first supplement to the author's The World of Crocuses (2017), in three parts.Part 1
contains information about crocuses and their cultivation, presenting new ideas on cultivation
and a discussion on morphological features that can be used to...

144 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps, tables | The Latvian
Academy of Sciences

Hardback #262047 2023 9789934874420 £49.99

The Medicinal Forest Garden Handbook
Growing, Harvesting and Using Healing Trees and Shrubs in a Temperate Climate
Anne Stobart(Author)
This book contains practical information on growing, harvesting and using medicinal trees and
shrubs sustainably in a temperate climate, whether for self-sufficiency or profit. The author
draws on her direct experience of creating a medicinal forest...

288 pages | colour photos | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262059 2020 9781856233323 £25.99

The History and Natural History of Spices
The 5000-Year Search for Flavour
Ian Anderson(Author)
Spices have been highly valued since at least the Bronze Age, with the so-called Spice Trade,
spanning Asia to the Mediterranean, developing from the late centuries BC. By the first century
AD, Roman society spent vast sums fuelling their demand for...

328 pages | 16 plates with 32 colour photos & colour illustrations and 15
b/w illustrations | The History Press

Hardback #262061 Aug-2023 9781803991566 £24.99

Shrubs for Gardens, Agroforestry and Permaculture
Martin Crawford(Author)
Learn about the incredible range of useful shrubs for many different situations, large and small.
World-renowned expert, Martin Crawford, includes common fruit bushes like currants and
gooseberries, and many other less-known shrubs with edible...

246 pages | colour photos | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262066 2020 9781856233330 £24.95
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Mammals

Floramour: Orchids [English / German]
Anja Klaffenbach(Author)
For many flower lovers, the orchid is the epitome of luxury, grace and beauty. In the new book
in the Floramour series Floramour: Orchids, author Anja Klaffenbach pays tribute to this queen
of the flower world. She not only illuminates the filigree...

208 pages | 150 colour photos | TeNeues Publishing UK Ltd

Hardback #262071 Oct-2023 9783961715480 £29.95

Plant Magick
Jessica Hundley(Editor)
Celebrating the magick of the natural realm, Volume IV of The Library of Esoterica, delves into
the symbolism, ceremony, and our ritual relationships with the botanical world. A visual journey
through our interdependent evolution with nature, Plant...

520 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Taschen

Hardback #262075 2022 9783836585644 £29.99

The Kew Sketch Journal
Kew Gardens and the Surrounding Areas
Charles Leon(Author)
The Kew Sketch Journal is a stunning celebration of Kew Gardens and the local area through
the eyes of artist and designer Charles Leon. Through this unique perspective, Charles shares
with the reader the human relationship with buildings, built by...

120 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, colour maps | Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew

Hardback #262084 2023 9781842467817 £29.99

Edible Perennial Gardening
Growing Successful Polycultures in Small Spaces
Anni Kelsey(Author)
This book explains everything you need to know to grow a low-maintenance edible polyculture.
Do you dream of a low-maintenance perennial garden that is full to the brim of perennial
vegetables that you don't have to keep replanting, but only have...

176 pages | colour photos | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262102 2014 9781856231497 £14.95

Botanic Gardens of the World
Tales of Extraordinary Plants, Botanical History and Scientific Discovery
Deborah Trentham(Author)
Discover the lavish beauty and fascinating history of the 40 most important and inspiring
botanic gardens from across the globe.From the Renaissance gardens of Italy to the futuristic
botanic gardens of Singapore, this gorgeous book tells the story...

256 pages | ~130 colour photos | Greenfinch

Hardback #262135 Sep-2023 9781529428094 £29.99

Forest Gardening in Practice
An Illustrated Practical Guide for Homes, Communities and Enterprises
Tomas Remiarz(Author)
A forest garden is a place where nature and people meet halfway, between the canopy of trees
and the soil underfoot. It doesn't have to look like a forest – what's important is that natural
processes are allowed to unfold, to the...

256 pages | 200 colour photos | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262136 2017 9781856232937 £24.95

Trees
10 Things You Should Know: Explore the Earth's Lungs from Root to Leaf
Carolyn Fry(Author)
Discover the wonders at the centre of our planet's ecosystem.In ten short and accessible
essays, science and nature writer Carolyn Fry takes us on an awe-inspiring journey of the
Earth's lungs. From what makes a plant a tree and the...

144 pages | Seven Dials

Hardback #262141 Sep-2023 9781399613897 £10.99

Wild Flowers
A Sketchbook by Charles and John Raven
Henry J Noltie(Editor), Charles E Raven(Illustrator), John Raven(Illustrator)
This handsomely bound publication reproduces for the first time, in colour, a selection of 137
drawings from a remarkable collection of 3860 watercolours that depict almost every member
of the British flora.

216 pages | 137 colour illustrations | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Hardback #262145 Sep-2023 9781910877494 £19.99

Plant Photography
Adrian Davies(Author)
Discover the full creative and scientific potential of plant photography This practical book
explains how to take stunning, professional photos of plants in every guise. It introduces new
subjects that have previously been largely ignored, and...

192 pages | 256 colour photos | Crowood Press

Paperback #262147 2023 9780719842078 £18.99

Atlas de Botánica Argentina: La Ilustración Científica en el "Genera et Species
Plantarum Argentinarum" [Atlas of Argentine Botany: Scientific Illustration in the
"Genera et Species Plantarum Argentinarum"]
Carla Lois(Author)
In 1913, the renowned Argentine naturalist Miguel Lillo conceived the idea for a titanic work
that would classify all the Argentine flora. For more than thirty years, this project that began
with him during his lifetime and was later continued by the...

141 pages | colour illustrations | Ediciones Ampersand

Hardback #262151 2022 9788412397192 £59.99

Bat Surveys for Professional Ecologists
Good Practice Guidelines
Jan Collins(Editor), Julia Hanmer(Foreword By), Kit Stoner(Foreword By)
Following a public consultation, redrafting and an extensive review process the Bat
Conservation Trust has produced Bat Surveys for Professional Ecologists: Good Practice
Guidelines 4th edition. In line with the latest evidence and best practice, the...

100 pages | colour illustrations, colour tables | Bat Conservation Trust

Paperback #250547 Sep-2023 9781739512606 £34.99

Field Guide to British Deer
Charles Smith-Jones(Editor), Katie Hargreaves(Illustrator), Michael Clark(Illustrator)
This guide has been updated and revised to coincide with the celebration of the 60th
anniversary of the British Deer Society.Since its first publication in 1957, the British Deer
Society's Field Guide has become a well respected handbook for...

104 pages | 8 plates with colour photos; b/w illustrations, b/w distribution
maps | Coch y Bonddu Books

Hardback #261795 2023 9781915714046 £9.99
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Deer of the World
Ecology, Conservation and Management
Mario Melletti(Editor), Stefano Focardi(Editor)
The first comprehensive reference book ever published on systematics, ecology, conservation
status and management of all 54 deer species of the world.Covering all deer species
worldwide, this volume brings together the contributions of 130...

590 pages | 80 colour & 200 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #258515 Jan-2024 9783031177552 £109.99

Chiroptera
Danilo Russo(Editor)
This volume provides comprehensive overviews of each European bat species’ biology
including palaeontology, physiology, genetics, reproduction and development, ecology, habitat,
diet, mortality and age determination. Their economic significance...

100 colour & 50 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #249982 Jan-2024 9783030440282 £349.99

Polar Tales
The Future of Ice, Life, and the Arctic
Melissa Schäfer(Author), Fredrik Granath(Author)
The Arctic is the ground zero of climate change, and the polar bear is on the front line. Filled
with groundbreaking photography that reveals the breathtaking landscapes of the Arctic and
the transformations of the environment through the changing...

272 pages | colour photos | Rizzoli International Publications

Hardback #262040 Sep-2023 9780789341594 £13.98
Hardback #251824 2020 9780847868841 £39.95

Primate Cognitive Studies
Bennett L Schwartz(Editor), Michael J Beran(Editor)
Researchers have studied non-human primate cognition along different paths, including social
cognition, planning and causal knowledge, spatial cognition and memory, and gestural
communication, as well as comparative studies with humans. This volume...

694 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables | Cambridge University
Press

Paperback #261994 Oct-2023 9781108958196 £27.99
Hardback #257054 2022 9781108845434 £99.99

Neotropical Mammals
Hierarchical Analysis of Occupancy and Abundance
Salvador Mandujano(Editor), Eduardo J Naranjo(Editor), Gabriel P Andrade Ponce(Editor)
This book reviews and synthesizes studies on local and regional occupancy and abundance of
Neotropical mammals from central Mexico to South America. The book focuses primarily on
addressing issues of a wide array of mammalian species from a...

490 pages | 75 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #261849 Nov-2023 9783031395659 £179.99

Orangutans
Their History, Natural History and Conservation
Ronald Orenstein(Author)
Native to the forests of Sumatra and Borneo, wild orangutans are listed as critically
endangered. The rarest of them all, the Tapanuli orangutan, was only recognized as a separate
species in 2017, and today, it is the rarest great ape in the world....

352 pages | 150+ colour photos, colour maps | Firefly Books

Hardback #261882 Sep-2023 9780228103783 £39.99

The Story of India's Cheetahs
Divyabhanusinh(Author)
The cheetah is an enigma to the people in India and it is often confused with the leopard. Few
know the difference between the two animals and fewer still know the life of the former.This
work traces the cheetah from prehistoric times through history...

323 pages | 140 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations | The
Marg Foundation

Hardback #261915 2023 9788195587810 £94.99

Primates in Anthropogenic Landscapes
Exploring Primate Behavioural Flexibility Across Human Contexts
Tracie McKinney(Editor), Siân Waters(Editor), Michelle A Rodrigues(Editor)
The field of primatology has expanded substantially in the last twenty years, particularly with
regard to studies of primates in human-altered landscapes. This text aims to review the recent
literature on anthropogenic (of human origin) influences on...

346 pages | 29 colour 7 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #261921 2023 9783031117350 £44.99

The Hedgehog Diaries
A Story of Faith, Hope and Bristle
Sarah Sands(Author)
It is the Winter Solstice and Sarah Sands is sitting by her father's bedside, bracing herself for
loss. What her father needs to do, she thinks, is conserve his energy – to curl up and hibernate
like a hedgehog in its bed of leaves.A few...

New River

Hardback #261996 Sep-2023 9781915780027 £14.99

North American Mammals
Systematics and Taxonomy
Sergio Ticul Álvarez-Castañeda(Author)
The book synthesizes nomenclature, systematics, and descriptions of North American mammal
species. Clear, simple and illustrated identification keys are provided to make knowledge of
mammals easier and facilitate the training both students and...

800 pages | 700 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #262012 Nov-2023 9783031416606 £249.99

Bat Island
A Rare Journey into the Hidden World of Tropical Bats
Christian Ziegler(Photographer), Rachel A Page(Author), Dina KN Dechmann(Author), M
Teague O'Mara(Author), Marco Tschapka(Author)
Featuring incredible photography and insight from an international team with long-term ties to
the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Bat Island spotlights the unique beauty and
environmental importance of the seventy-six species of bats on...

160 pages | 150+ colour photos | Earth Aware Editions

Hardback #262032 Nov-2023 9798887620398 £54.99

Primates in Peril: The World's 25 Most Endangered Primates 2018-2020
Christoph Schwitzer(Editor), Russell A Mittermeier(Editor), Anthony B Rylands(Editor),
Federica Chiozza(Editor), Elizabeth A Williamson(Editor), Dirck Byler(Editor), Serge A
Wich(Editor), Tatyana Humle(Editor), Caspian Johnson(Editor), Holly Mynott(Editor), Gráinne
McCabe(Editor), Stephen D Nash(Illustrator)
This is the 2018–2020 iteration of the World’s 25 Most Endangered Primates list, drawn up
during an open meeting held during the XXVII Congress of the International Primatological
Society (IPS), Nairobi, 22 August 2018.IUCN has updated...

130 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps,
tables | IUCN SSC Primate Specialist Group

Paperback #262081 2019 9781527248069 £10.99
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Reptiles & Amphibians

Marine & Freshwater Biology

Primates in Peril: The World's 25 Most Endangered Primates 2022-2023
Russell A Mittermeier(Editor), Kim E Reuter(Editor), Anthony B Rylands(Editor), Leandro
Jerusalinsky(Editor), Christoph Schwitzer(Editor), Karen B Strier(Editor), Jonah
Ratsimbazafy(Editor), Tatyana Humle(Editor), Stephen D Nash(Illustrator)
This is the 11th edition of The World’s 25 Most Endangered Primates, this one for 2022–2023.
The consultation for this list was held in an open meeting on the evening of 12 January 2022,
during the IPS-SLAPrim Joint Meeting (XXVIII...

164 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps,
tables | IUCN SSC Primate Specialist Group

Paperback #262082 2022 9781737285151 £10.99

Field Guide to the Mammals of Oman
Andrew Spalton(Author), Hadi Musallam Al Hikmani(Author), Gareth Whittington-
Jones(Author), Robert F Baldwin(Author)
An essential field guide for any naturalist exploring Oman or neighbouring countries of the
Arabian peninsulaThe first book to present all of the known mammals of Oman in a single
volume. The invaluable field guide is aimed at a wide audience –...

208 pages | 1000+ colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour
distribution maps | Nomad Publishing

Paperback #262108 Dec-2023 9781914325021 £24.99

Amazonian Mammals
Current Knowledge and Conservation Priorities
Wilson R Spironello(Editor), Adrian A Barnett(Editor), Jessica W Lynch(Editor), Paulo Estefano
D Bobrowiec(Editor), Sarah A Boyle(Editor)
The mammal fauna of the Brazilian Amazon is one of the most diverse on Earth with over 450
known species. Bringing together more than 70 of the world's top experts on Amazonian
mammals, this book unites, for the first time, up-to-date data on the...

285 pages | 15 colour & 45 b/w illustrations, 15 tables | Springer Nature

Hardback #262194 Nov-2023 9783031430701 £139.99

Tierarztpraxis Schildkröten: Diagnose, Therapie, Pflege, Prävention [Medical Care of
Turtles and Tortoises: Diagnosis, Surgery, Pathology, Parasitology]
Jan Hnízdo(Editor), Nikola Pantchev(Editor)
This book is the most up-to-date compendium on chelonian diseases, including their diagnosis
and treatment. It also focuses on preventive medicine through inclusion of species-specific
husbandry information to help prevent common husbandry mistakes,...

559 pages | 600+ colour photos and b/w illustrations | Edition Chimaira

Hardback #262035 2011 9783899734928 £99.99

Struik Pocket Guide: Snakes & Other Reptiles of Zambia & Malawi
Darren W Pietersen(Author), Luke Verburgt(Author)
The high reptile diversity in Zambia and Malawi is driven by the region's tropical climate,
divergent landscapes and wide variety of vegetation types. To date 240 species have been
recorded in these two countries: 117 snakes, 108 lizards, 13...

160 pages | ~330 colour photos, colour distribution maps | Penguin
Random House South Africa

Paperback #262038 Nov-2023 9781775847168 £10.99

Islands and Snakes, Volume 2
Diversity and Conservation
Harvey B Lillywhite(Editor), Marcio Martins(Editor)
In this follow-up to Islands and Snakes, this book contains 15 chapters describing the diversity
and conservation of snakes on islands, with foci on selected island systems not previously
summarized. Attendant topics include biogeography, plasticity...

352 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, tables | Oxford University
Press USA

Hardback #262115 Jan-2024 9780197641521 £83.99

Guide des Serpents d'Afrique Occidentale, Centrale et d'Afrique du Nord [Guide to
Snakes of West, Central and North Africa]
Jean-François Trape(Author)
This illustrated guide presents for the first time all the species of snakes currently known in the
30 countries of West, Central and North Africa, from the coastal plains of the Mediterranean to
the savannahs and mountains that border the south and...

896 pages | 1000+ colour photos, colour distribution maps | Institut de
Recherche pour le Developpement

Paperback #262123 Oct-2023 9782709929745 £84.99

Our Ancient Lakes
A Natural History
Jeffrey McKinnon(Author)
The unexpected diversity, beauty, and strangeness of life in ancient lakes – some millions of
years old – and the remarkable insights the lakes are yielding about the causes of
biodiversity.Most lakes are less than 10,000 years old and...

232 pages | 51 illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #261903 Oct-2023 9780262047852 £26.99

Ornamental Livebearers
B Ahilan(Author), A Kamalii(Author)
Ornamental Livebearers is a comprehensive guide and deals with the culture and breeding of
livebearers. The present status of ornamental fish farming and new technologies in the
breeding and culture of livebearers have also been aptly dealt with. A...

118 pages | 46 b/w illustrations, 15 tables | CRC Press

Hardback #261890 2022 9781032388946 £89.99

Cold-Water Coral Reefs of the World
Erik E Cordes(Editor), Furu Mienis(Editor)
Cold-water corals form reef structures in continental margin and seamount settings worldwide,
making them more wide-spread and abundant than shallow-water reefs. Their role in these
ecosystems is no less important than the influence that...

340 pages | 100 colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #261916 Nov-2023 9783031408960 £179.99

Flatfish Metamorphosis
Baolong Bao(Author)
This book provides a comprehensive discussion of the development and evolution of flatfish
metamorphosis. The chapters use the tissue model to explain a series of metamorphic events,
including eye migration, front bone deformation, dorsal fin...

296 pages | b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #261922 2023 9789811978586 £109.99
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Evolutionary Biology

Advances in Marine Biology, Volume 93
Charles RC Sheppard(Editor)
Advances in Marine Biology, Volume 93, the latest release in this comprehensive serial,
highlights new advances in the field, with this new volume presenting interesting chapters
written by an international board of authors.

176 pages | Academic Press

Hardback #261939 2022 9780323985895 £210.00

Shark
Portraits
Mike Coots(Photographer)
The beauty of the apex predator captured up close and unflinchingly.A global shift from fright to
endearment is happening, and the world is falling in love with sharks as risk of their
endangerment increases.Mike Coots, who was nearly killed by a...

240 pages | 200 colour photos | Rizzoli International Publications

Hardback #262036 Sep-2023 9780847873548 £42.50

The Bathysphere Book
Effects of the Luminous Ocean Depths
Brad Fox(Author)
11 June, 1930. On a ship floating near the Atlantic island of Nonsuch, a curious steel ball is
lowered 3000 feet into the sea. Crumpled up inside, gazing through three-inch thick quartz
windows, sits the famed zoologist William Beebe. With...

384 pages | Pushkin Press

Hardback #262050 2023 9781911590859 £21.99

Ocean Anatomy
The Curious Parts & Pieces of the World Under the Sea
Julia Rothman(Author), John Niekrasz(Contributor)
Julia Rothman's best-selling illustrated Anatomy series takes a deep dive into the wonders of
the sea with Ocean Anatomy.Follow Rothman's inquisitive mind and perceptive eye along
shorelines, across the open ocean, and below the waves for an...

208 pages | colour illustrations | Storey Publishing

Paperback #262060 2020 9781635861600 £12.99

Red Sea Marine Life
Andrey S Ryanskiy(Author)
You have never seen the Red Sea like this. The pages of this book are full of previously
unknown species of fish, nudibranchs, and crustaceans. Many of them were discovered by the
author and his colleagues. But even previously well-known species are...

300 pages | 2900 colour photos | Andrey S Ryanskiy (privately
published)

Paperback #262079 2022 9798986828701 £74.99
Hardback #262078 2022 9798986828718 £79.99

Fishes of the Orinoco in the Wild
Ivan Mikolji(Author)
Imagine yourself floating in a crystal-clear river filled with some of your favourite tropical fish.
When you look down at the river bottom you see Stingrays and schools of Corydoras. When
you look to your right you see Cardinal tetras, and to your...

392 pages | 150+ colour photos | Mikolji Corp

Hardback #262103 2020 9781838538835 £89.99

The Underworld
Journeys to the Depths of the Ocean
Susan Casey(Author)
For all of human history, the deep ocean has been a source of wonder and terror, an unknown
realm that evoked a singular, compelling question: What's down there? Unable to answer this
for centuries, people believed the deep was a sinister realm...

352 pages | 24 plates with colour photos | Doubleday

Hardback #262132 2023 9780385545570 £34.99

Deep Sea
10 Things You Should Know: A Deep Dive into One of the Most Mysterious Environments on
Our Planet
Jon Copley(Author)
Uncover what lies at the deepest depths of our oceans...In ten brief and informative essays,
marine biologist and TV science advisor Professor Jon Copley journeys to one of the most
mysterious and fascinating environments on Earth, the deep sea....

128 pages | Seven Dials

Hardback #262142 Sep-2023 9781399615334 £10.99

Explaining Life through Evolution
Prosanta Chakrabarty(Author)
A broad overview of the science of evolution, and why understanding it matters in our everyday
lives.Explaining Life through Evolution tells the origin story of life on this planet and how we
arrived at the tremendous diversity among organisms that...

280 pages | 11 colour & 26 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #261904 Aug-2023 9780262546256 £20.99

Evolution "On Purpose"
Teleonomy in Living Systems
Peter A Corning(Editor), Stuart A Kauffman(Editor), Denis Noble(Editor), James A
Shapiro(Editor), Richard I Vane-Wright(Editor), Addy Pross(Editor)
A unique exploration of teleonomy – also known as "evolved purposiveness" – as a major
influence in evolution by a broad range of specialists in biology and the philosophy of
science.The evolved purposiveness of living systems,...

390 pages | 29 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #261896 Aug-2023 9780262546409 £71.99

Darwin's Argument by Analogy
From Artificial to Natural Selection
Roger M White(Author), MJS Hodge(Author), Gregory Radick(Author)
In On the Origin of Species (1859), Charles Darwin put forward his theory of natural selection.
Conventionally, Darwin's argument for this theory has been understood as based on an
analogy with artificial selection. But there has been no...

260 pages | Worked examples or Exercises | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #262017 Oct-2023 9781108708524 £24.99
Hardback #254240 2021 9781108477284 £74.99
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Ecology

Earth System Sciences

The Evolution of Power
A New Understanding of the History of Life
Geerat J Vermeij(Author)
Power has many dimensions, from individual attributes such as strength and speed to the
collective advantages of groups. The Evolution of Power takes readers on a breathtaking
journey across history and the natural world, revealing how the concept of...

264 pages | 3 tables | Princeton University Press

Hardback #260474 Jan-2024 9780691250410 £24.99

Birds & Flowers
An Intimate 50 Million Year Relationship
Jeff Ollerton
Most people are familiar with hummingbirds and the balletic ways in which they feed on
flowers. But did you know that these kinds of relationships first evolved at least 50 million years
ago? And that nowadays at least 64 families of birds include...

304 pages | plates with colour photos | Pelagic Publishing

Hardback #260672 Jan-2024 9781784274511 £24.99

Cave of Bones
A True Story of Discovery, Adventure, and Human Origins
Lee R Berger(Author), John Hawks(Author)
A true-life scientific adventure story, this thrilling book takes the reader deep into South African
caves to discover fossil remains that compel a monumental reframing of the human family
tree.In the summer of 2022, Lee Berger lost 50 pounds in...

240 pages | Disney Publishing Worldwide

Hardback #261788 Aug-2023 9781426223884 £24.99

Organismic Animal Biology
An Evolutionary Approach
Ariel D Chipman(Author)
Neither cellular/molecular nor ecosystem processes can be fully understood without a detailed
understanding of the biology of the whole organism. Despite this, much of modern biology
teaching tends to be focused on the cellular and molecular level,...

240 pages | 125 colour & b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #261851 Dec-2023 9780192893598 £37.99
Hardback #261850 Dec-2023 9780192893581 £80.99

The Advent of PhyloCode
The Continuing Evolution of Biological Nomenclature
Michel Laurin(Author)
Biological nomenclature is an essential tool for storing and retrieving biological information. Yet
traditional nomenclature poorly reflects evolutionary theory. Current biological nomenclature is
one of the few fields promoting deliberately vague...

210 pages | 32 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #261859 Aug-2023 9780367552886 £89.99

Prairie Fire
A Great Plains History
Julie Courtwright(Author)
Prairie fires have always been a spectaculaar and dangerous part of the Great Plains.
Nineteenth-century settlers sometimes lost their lives to uncontrolled blazes, and today
ranchers such as those in the Flint Hills of Kansas manage the grasslands...

274 pages | illustrations | University Press of Kansas

Paperback #261813 2023 9780700635139 £30.95
Hardback #205425 2011 9780700617944 £36.95

Soil Ecology
Sina M Adl(Author)
Soil Ecology is a new textbook which approaches this complex subject using a unique
organism-based approach. It is suitable for undergraduate or graduate level courses in soil
microbiology, soil ecology, ecological agriculture, forest management,...

456 pages | illustrations | CABI Publishing

Paperback #258769 Dec-2023 9781800621336 £54.99
Hardback #258768 Dec-2023 9781800621329 £120.00

The Soils of Ethiopia
Sheleme Beyene(Editor), Alemayehu Regassa(Editor), Bipin B Mishra(Editor), Mitiku
Haile(Editor)
This book addresses Ethiopia's extremely rich soil diversity and resources, which have
developed under various climatic conditions. Featuring contributions by a group of respected
experts on Ethiopian soils and agriculture, it provides...

349 pages | 98 colour & 17 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #261928 2023 9783031170119 £159.99

Soil Science Americana
Chronicles and Progressions 1860-1960
Alfred E Hartemink(Author), Ron Amundson(Foreword By), Maxine J Levin(Foreword By)
This book narrates how the study of the soil became a science and institutionalized in the USA
between 1860 and 1960. The story meanders through the activities, ideas, publications, and
correspondence of people who influenced the progressions, that...

623 pages | 74 colour & 72 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #261935 2022 9783030711375 £34.99
Hardback #261934 2021 9783030711344 £34.99

Oceanographic Processes of Coral Reefs
Physical and Biological Links in the Great Barrier Reef
Eric Wolanski(Editor), Michael J Kingsford(Editor)
In the last two decades since the publication of the first edition, substantial advancements have
been made in science, and the need for transdisciplinary approaches to coral reef protection is
greater than ever before. This new edition, now in full...

440 pages | 82 colour & 26 b/w illustrations, 23 tables | CRC Press

Paperback #261641 Dec-2023 9781032340746 £89.99
Hardback #261640 Dec-2023 9781032340692 £230.00

Rocks & Minerals
The Definitive Visual Guide
Ronald L Bonewitz(Author)
Explore Earth's natural treasures, from their primeval origins to traditional uses and modern-
day appeal with this illustrated guide to rocks, minerals, crystals, gems and more.Featuring
sparkling crystals, vibrant gemstones, and other precious...

360 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Dorling
Kindersley

Flexibound #262137 2023 9780241600481 £19.99
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Plate Tectonics
Continental Drift and Mountain Building
Wolfgang Frisch(Author), Martin Meschede(Author), Ronald C Blakey(Author)
This textbook explains how mountains are formed and why there are old and young mountains.
It provides a reconstruction of the Earths palaeogeography and shows why the shapes of South
America and Africa fit so well together. Furthermore, it explains...

245 pages | 194 colour & 1 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #261892 2022 9783030889982 £74.99

The Problem With Water
Reformulating Global Water Issues
Julie Trottier(Author)
In this elegant yet hard-hitting volume, Julie Trottier asks a simple question: why is it, after all
the time, money and attention devoted to the management of global water resources, we have
made so little headway? Isn't water research massively...

288 pages | 8 b/w illustrations, 8 maps | IB Tauris

Hardback #206074 Nov-2025 9781848859166 £84.99

Angry Weather
Heat Waves, Floods, Storms, and the New Science of Climate Change
Friederike Otto and Sarah Pybus
A pioneering scientist solves a pressing climate question: Can we pin the blame for individual
extreme weather events on humans?Massive fires, widespread floods, category 4 hurricanes –
weather disasters are becoming more frequent each year,...

243 pages | Greystone Books

Paperback #261804 2023 9781778400742 £13.99
Hardback #251230 2020 9781771646147 £18.99

Born with a Copper Spoon
A Global History of Copper, 1830–1980
Robrecht Declercq(Editor), Duncan Money(Editor), Hans Otto Frøland(Editor)
Born with a Copper Spoon examines how the metal has been produced, distributed, controlled,
and sold around the globe.Over the past two centuries, industrial societies hungry for the
highly conductive, corrosion-resistant metal – essential for...

368 pages | 4 b/w photos, 16 b/w illustrations, 2 b/w maps, 17 tables |
University of British Columbia Press

Paperback #262138 Nov-2023 9780774864862 £35.99
Hardback #259903 2022 9780774864855 £80.99

Deciphering Earth's History
The Practice of Stratigraphy
Angela L Coe(Editor)
Stratigraphy allows us to establish and communicate the timings for the course of Earth history
and provides the means to determine the duration and rates of Earth processes.Deciphering
Earth's History: the Practice of Stratigraphy focuses on how...

342 pages | 200+ colour illustrations | Geological Society

Paperback #261772 2022 9781786205742 £68.99

Water Quality in Watercourses of the Kyrgyz Mountain Environment
M Janiga(Editor), M Janiga, Jr.(Editor)
The book is a collection of papers on water quality in the watercourses of Kyrgyzstan. An
international team has analysed the hydrochemistry, bacterial communities, and chemical
elements in mosses and aquatic invertebrates as well as in the bones of...

277 pages | 200+ illustrations | Institute of High Mountain Biology,
University of Žilina

Hardback #261778 2023 9788055419695 £84.99

The Formation of Mountains
Florian Neukirchen(Author)
Mountains as we know them were formed by a wide range of processes. This vivid introduction
explains the course of orogeny (mountain formation) and the resulting structures, the cycles of
plate tectonics and the evolution of landforms. It also...

533 pages | 504 colour & 8 b/w photos and illustrations, 14 tables |
Springer Nature

Hardback #261888 2022 9783031113840 £39.99

Merapi Volcano
Geology, Eruptive Activity, and Monitoring of a High-Risk Volcano
Ralf Gertisser(Editor), Valentin R Troll(Editor), Thomas R Walter(Editor), I Gusti Made Agung
Nandaka(Editor), Antonius Ratdomopurbo(Editor)
This book provides the first comprehensive compilation of cutting-edge research on Merapi
volcano on the island of Java, Indonesia, one of the most iconic volcanoes in the world. It
integrates results from both the natural (geology, petrology,...

572 pages | 229 colour & 16 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #261933 2023 9783031150395 £119.99

The Architecture of Clouds
Howard B Bluestein(Author)
The Architecture of Clouds describes in a visual, poetic, and personal way how clouds are
related to our everyday life and the weather. It expertly details how the art and science of clouds
are interconnected with straightforward scientific...

432 pages | 390 colour photos and b/w illustrations | Oxford University
Press

Hardback #261958 Oct-2023 9780198870548 £24.99

Imagining Climate Engineering
Dreaming of the Designer Climate
Jeroen Oomen(Author)
This book highlights the increasing attention for climate engineering, a set of speculative
technologies aimed to counter global warming. What is the future of the global climate? And
who gets to decide – or even design – this...

216 pages | 1 b/w illustration | Routledge

Paperback #261967 2023 9780367765088 £36.99
Hardback #261966 2021 9780367489311 £130.00

The Conversation on Water
Andrea K Gerlak(Editor)
From the contributors to The Conversation, a compelling essay collection on the world's water
crises and the necessary steps to build a more sustainable and equitable water future for
all.Water-related crises are affecting more and more...

264 pages | 10 b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins University Press

Paperback #261971 2023 9781421446202 £13.99

The Geology Companion
Essentials for Understanding the Earth
Gary L Prost(Author), Benjamin P Prost(Author)
This practical guidebook provides a basic grounding in the principles of geology and explains
how to apply them. Using this book, readers will be able to figure out whether they are standing
on an ancient seafloor, coal swamp, or sand dune. They will...

488 pages | 150 colour illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #262003 2020 9780367572648 £42.99
Hardback #262002 2017 9781498756082 £105.00
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Environmental & Social Studies

Less Heat, More Light
A Guided Tour of Weather, Climate, and Climate Change
John D Aber(Author)
A straightforward and fact-based exploration of how weather happens, how it relates to climate,
and how science answers major questions about Earth as a systemClimate change is one of
the most hotly contested environmental topics of our day. To...

288 pages | 48 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #262054 2023 9780300259438 £24.99

Traces of the Ice Age
Landscape Forms in Central Europe
Wolfgang Fraedrich(Author)
At present, we have been living in an ice age for around 2.5 million years, a geological epoch in
which there is ice on Earth and in which the curve of the global mean temperature is subject to
significant fluctuations (current trend: temperature...

151 pages | 78 colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #262072 2023 9783662658857 £54.99

Ferrocement Water Tanks
A Comprehensive Guide to Domestic Water Harvesting
Lee Felicity(Author), Daniel Colman(Author), Berre Daneels(Illustrator)
The combination of cheap, easily available materials, margin for error, suitability for amateurs
and flexibility in terms of size and shape, make ferrocement tanks an ideal choice for anyone
looking for long-term water security on a budget, and they...

64 pages | colour illustrations | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262113 2022 9781856232494 £9.95

Atlas of Spanish Minerals / Atlas de Minerales de España
Miguel Calvo Rebollar(Author), Christian Rewitzer(Author)
The Atlas of Spanish Minerals is a unique work of its kind, as it brings together for the first time
images of 927 mineral species found in Spain, some hitherto unpublished, through 2,219
photographs. It is the most extensive and detailed...

384 pages | 2219 colour photos | Editorial Prames

Hardback #262143 2022 9788483215500 £160.00

International Environmental Obligations and Liabilities in Deep Seabed Mining
Linlin Sun(Author)
Should deep seabed mining (DSM) stop or proceed? The international community is now
facing a difficult choice. No matter what decision is made, environmental consideration is the
core of the issue. This book tackles the compelling question of how to...

400 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #262161 Nov-2023 9781108488303 £105.00

Septic Tank Options and Alternatives
Your Guide to Conventional, Natural and Eco-Friendly Methods and Technologies
Féidhlim Harty(Author)
Septic Tank Options and Alternatives by Féidhlim Harty is a user-friendly guide through the
maze of selecting an eco-friendly sewage treatment option for your home. With so many
different treatment systems and technologies available, it can be...

160 pages | b/w illustrations, tables | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262214 2014 9781856232081 £14.95

I Want a Better Catastrophe
Navigating the Climate Crisis with Grief, Hope, and Gallows Humor
Andrew Boyd(Author)
An existential manual for tragic optimists, can-do pessimists, and compassionate doomersWith
global warming projected to rocket past the 1.5°C limit, lifelong activist Andrew Boyd is thrown
into a crisis of hope, and off on a quest to learn how...

416 pages | 30 b/w illustrations | New Society Publishers

Paperback #262211 2023 9780865719835 £21.99

Arctic Futures
The New Geopolitics of Energy
Richard Powell(Author)
As the polar ice melts, so the rich oil, gas and mineral resources of the Arctic are being
increasingly exposed to the eager eyes of interested nations. Markers are already being laid as
the spatiality of the Arctic begins to be reconfigured as the...

256 pages | 12 b/w illustrations, 6 maps | IB Tauris

Hardback #206071 Nov-2024 9781848853805 £44.99

Salmon Wars
The Dark Underbelly of Our Favorite Fish
Douglas Frantz(Author), Catherine Collins(Author)
A Pulitzer Prize-winning correspondent and a former private investigator dive deep into the
murky waters of the international salmon farming industry, exposing the unappetizing truth
about a fish that is not as good for you as you have been told.A...

368 pages | St Martin's Press

Paperback #261789 Aug-2023 9781250871503 £16.99
Hardback #258013 2022 9781250800305 £23.99

Climate Change 2022 - Mitigation of Climate Change (2-Volume Set)
Working Group III Contribution to the Sixth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)(Editor)
This Working Group III contribution to the IPCC Sixth Assessment Report provides a
comprehensive and transparent assessment of the literature on climate change mitigation. The
report assesses progress in climate change mitigation options for reducing...

3000 pages | colour illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #261807 Aug-2023 9781009157933 £200.00

Consumption, Sustainability and Everyday Life
Arve Hansen(Editor), Kenneth Bo Nielsen(Editor), Rick Wilk(Foreword By)
This book seeks to understand why we consume as we do, how consumption changes, and
why we keep consuming more and more, despite the visible damage we are doing to the
planet. The chapters cover both the stubbornness of unsustainable consumption...

387 pages | 12 b/w illustrations | Palgrave

Paperback #261816 2022 9783031110719 £34.99
Hardback #261815 2023 9783031110689 £44.99
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It's Not That Radical
Climate Action to Transform Our World
Mikaela Loach(Author)
For too long, representations of climate action in the mainstream media have been white-
washed, green-washed and diluted to be made compatible with capitalism.We are living in an
economic system which pursues profit above all else; harmful,...

240 pages | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #261883 2023 9780241597538 £16.99

Consumer Society and Ecological Crisis
Leslie M Meier(Editor)
Consumer Society and Ecological Crisis advances a critique of consumer capitalism and its
role in driving environmental degradation and climate crisis, placing a spotlight on how
marketing and distribution activities help maintain unsustainable...

116 pages | Routledge

Hardback #261943 2022 9780367431624 £44.99

Energy Revolution
Your Guide to Repowering the Energy System
Howard Johns(Author)
The energy revolution is already underway as people around the world embrace renewable
energy in their communities. This groundbreaking book summarises why we must switch to
renewables and explains how this can be achieved where you live. It is...

304 pages | b/w illustrations | Permanent Publications

Paperback #261944 2015 9781856231978 £19.95

Fertile Edges
Regenerating Land, Culture and Hope
Maddy Harland(Author)
Maddy Harland offers a unique frontline take on the environmental successes and challenges
facing this planet and its people. She explores the rise of permaculture globally, from its origins
in Australia in the 1970s to its current worldwide...

192 pages | Permanent Publications

Paperback #261951 2017 9781856233095 £9.95

How to Permaculture Your Life
Strategies, Skills and Techniques for the Transition to a Greener World
Ross Mars(Author), Simone Willis(Illustrator)
How to Permaculture Your Life is a resource book for anyone who wants to live a more
environmentally-friendly lifestyle. It discusses: some of the most nutritious food and fodder
plants, how to build gardens and improve our soils, strategies for...

288 pages | colour illustrations, 300 b/w illustrations | Permanent
Publications

Paperback #261963 2016 9781856232470 £14.95

No Dig Organic Home & Garden
Grow, Cook, Use & Store Your Harvest
Charles Dowding(Author), Stephanie Hafferty(Author)
No-dig organic gardening saves time and work. It requires an annual dressing of compost to
help accelerate the improvement in soil structure and leads to higher fertility and fewer weeds.
No-dig experts, Charles Dowding and Stephanie Hafferty,...

224 pages | colour photos | Permanent Publications

Paperback #261970 2017 9781856233019 £22.99

Humanity's Moment
A Climate Scientist's Case for Hope
Joëlle Gergis(Author)
When climate scientist Joëlle Gergis set to work on the United Nations' Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Sixth Assessment Report, the research she encountered
kept her up at night. Through countless hours spent with the...

336 pages | Island Press

Hardback #261975 2023 9781642832846 £22.99

Permaculture Design
A Step by Step Guide
Aranya(Author)
Have you read a little about permaculture, watched a few videos, or done an introductory
course? Are you excited about the subject but unclear how to put it into practice for yourself?
Permaculture Design: A Step-by-Step Guide is just what you need!...

208 pages | 250 colour photos and colour illustrations, tables |
Permanent Publications

Paperback #261992 2012 9781856230919 £15.95

Permaculture Design Companion
A Practical Workbook For Integrating People & Places
Jasmine Dale(Author)
A practical workbook to apply permaculture to any project from start to finish, this is a step-by-
step guide for integrating places and people, buildings and ecosystems. The Permaculture
Design Companion is a tried and tested process to creating a...

194 pages | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262001 2019 9781856233293 £17.95

The Truth About Energy
Our Fossil-Fuel Addiction and the Transition to Renewables
John K White(Author)
The transition to renewable energy is vital and fast-paced, but how do we choose which
technologies to drive this energy transition? This timely book provides everyone interested in
the renewable energy transition with an introduction to and...

550 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #262010 Jan-2024 9781009433198 £39.99

Wasteland
The Dirty Truth About What We Throw Away, Where It Goes, and Why It Matters
Oliver Franklin-Wallis(Author)
'There are stories in all our discarded things: who made them, what they meant to a person
before they were thrown away. In the end, it all ends up in the same place – the endless
ingenuity of humanity in one filthy, fascinating...

400 pages | Simon & Schuster

Hardback #262022 2023 9781398505452 £19.99

Towards Zero Waste
How to Live a Circular Life
Féidhlim Harty(Author)
Is recycling really the answer to household waste? How do we eliminate microplastics from our
wastewater? How do we avoid consumer goods that are designed to break? How do we stop
the oceans being trashed? Towards Zero Waste offers practical tools...

176 pages | b/w illustrations | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262023 2019 9781856233286 £9.95
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Pre and Probiotics for Poultry Gut Health
Helen Masey O'Neill(Editor), Emily J Burton(Editor), Dawn Scholey(Editor)
Poultry are the most widely used animal protein source in the world: billions of meat birds are
produced globally each year, using 360 million tons of feed. Within Europe, over 30,000
companies involved in the production of poultry create an annual...

192 pages | CABI Publishing

Hardback #262024 Aug-2023 9781800622722 £115.00

The UN Sustainable Development Goals
A Commentary
Ilias Bantekas(Editor), Francesco Seatzu(Editor), Katerina Akestoridi(Editor)
In September 2015, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). This historic document constituted a transformative 'plan for
action for people, planet and prosperity' with regards to the...

1504 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #262030 Sep-2023 9780192885173 £275.00

The Parrot and the Igloo
Climate and the Science of Denial
David Lipsky(Author)
The New York Times best-selling author explores how "anti-science" became so virulent in
American life – through a history of climate denial and its consequences.In 1956, the New York
Times prophesied that once global warming really...

496 pages | W.W. Norton & Co.

Hardback #262046 2023 9780393866704 £24.99

The Hidden Life of Clothing
Historical Perspectives on Fashion and Sustainability
Rachel Worth(Author)
Since the democratisation of the clothing industry in the early 19th century, buyers have
become increasingly disconnected from the creative and human aspects of the production of
clothing. Arguably clothing is now valued less for its aesthetic...

216 pages | 30 b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Visual Arts

Paperback #262063 2023 9781350180970 £21.99
Hardback #262062 2023 9781350180987 £64.99

The Heat Will Kill You First
Life and Death on a Scorched Planet
Jeff Goodell(Author)
"When heat comes, it's invisible. It doesn't bend tree branches or blow hair across your face to
let you know it's arrived.... The sun feels like the barrel of a gun pointed at you."The world is
waking up to a new reality:...

400 pages | Little, Brown and Company

Hardback #262068 2023 9780316497572 £24.99

Natural Poisons and Venoms: Animal Toxins
Jan-Peter Hildebrandt(Author), Eberhard Teuscher(Author), Ulrike Lindequist(Author)
This book series is based on the book Biogene Gifte, 3rd edition, published 2010 by
Wissenschaftliche Verlagsgesellschaft Stuttgart in German. Because of the enormous increase
in knowledge in the field of natural poisons and venoms the topic is now...

351 pages | 138 colour & 81 b/w illustrations, 15 tables | De Gruyter

Paperback #262069 2023 9783110728545 £115.00

Natural Poisons and Venoms: Plant Toxins: Terpenes and Steroids
Eberhard Teuscher(Author), Ulrike Lindequist(Author)
Biogenic toxins are fascinating natural products characterized by an enormous diversity of
chemical structures and pharmacological activities. They not only pose hazards to humans and
animals, but they are important components in the interplay of...

348 pages | 119 colour & 70 b/w illustrations, 14 tables | De Gruyter

Paperback #262070 2023 9783110724721 £121.00

A Complete Guide to Straw Bale Building
Rikki Nitzkin(Author), Maren Termens(Author)
A comprehensive hands-on guide for builders both self-builders and professionals and an
essential handbook for designers that includes many construction details.Straw bale buildings
are warm in winter and cool in summer. The natural materials used...

312 pages | 600+ colour photos and illustrations | Permanent
Publications

Paperback #262073 2021 9781856233132 £29.95

The Emergence of Geoengineering
How Knowledge Networks Form Governance Objects
Ina Möller(Author)
For many years, suggestions to 'geoengineer' the climate occupied a marginal role in climate
change science and politics. Today, visions of massive carbon drawdown and sunlight
reflection have become reasonable additions to conventional...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #262077 2023 9781009048958 £16.99

Do it Yourself 12 Volt Solar Power
Michel Daniek(Author)
If you want to introduce alternative power supplies around the home and garden or even live
totally off-grid in your boat, caravan or yurt and need a practical introduction to solar power and
12-volt supplies, here is an essential guide to the...

157 pages | 30 b/w photos, 150 b/w illustrations | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262080 2017 9781856232425 £12.95

Botany of the Kitchen Garden
The Science and Horticulture of Our Favourite Crops
Hélèna Dove(Author)
Kew expert Helena Dove expertly combines horticulture and science in this essential reference
on food crops: which part of the plant are we harvesting, how are plants adapted and how does
this effect the grower? She demonstrates that by examining the...

224 pages | colour photos, monochrome illustrations | Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew

Hardback #262094 2023 9781842467831 £21.99

Edible Paradise
How to Grow Herbs, Flowers, and Vegetables in Any Space
Vera Greutink(Author)
Learn how to create your own no dig, organic garden with permaculture design and
techniques. Vera's 15 years of experience as a no dig gardener provides a vast amount of
knowledge on growing fruit, vegetables, herbs and flowers.Edible Paradise is...

240 pages | colour photos | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262095 2019 9781856233255 £15.99
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The Dark Cloud
How the Digital World is Costing the Earth
Guillaume Pitron(Author), Bianca Jacobsohn(Translated by)
A gripping new investigation into the underbelly of digital technology, which reveals not only
how costly the virtual world is, but how damaging it is to the environment.- If digital technology
were a country, it would be the third-highest consumer...

304 pages | Scribe Publications

Hardback #262107 Sep-2023 9781914484445 £19.99

A Food Forest in Your Garden
Plan It, Grow It, Cook It
Alan Carter(Author)
Grow your own seasonal food in a low maintenance, nature-friendly garden that feels like a
woodland glade. Scottish plant expert Alan Carter shows you how to plan and plant a
temperate forest garden for any sized plot-from a small terrace garden to...

288 pages | colour photos | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262122 2022 9781856232999 £19.95

The Forager's Garden
Grow an Edible Sanctuary in your own Backyard
Anna Locke(Author)
This handy, accessible guide shows you how to create your own paradise plot where you can
forage throughout the year. Anna Locke condenses years of her own hands-on experience to
walk you through all the skills and techniques you need to design and...

176 pages | colour illustrations | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262130 2021 9781856233071 £9.95

Grounded
A Gardener's Journey to Abundance and Self-Sufficiency
Liz Zorab(Author)
If you want to grow your own food, become more self-sufficient, zero waste or eco-friendly, or
even go fully off-grid, Liz Zorab is the perfect guide to help you explore the world of green living
and permaculture. Grounded is the story of her...

224 pages | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262144 2021 9781856233026 £15.99

Beginning to End the Climate Crisis
A History of Our Future
Luisa Neubauer(Author), Alexander Repenning(Author), Sabine von Mering(Translated by),
Bill McKibben(Foreword By)
There is no planet B. Activists share how we must inform and organize ourselves to save the
future."Act as though your house is on fire. Because it is." Following Greta Thunberg, millions
of young climate activists have been taking to the...

208 pages | Brandeis University Press

Paperback #262148 2023 9781684581474 £19.99

Growing Beans
A Diet for Healthy People & Planet
Susan Young(Author)
Beans are easy to grow, easy to cook, delicious, nourishing and beneficial for us and the
planet. Growing your own beans not only helps you build healthy soil in your garden, it also
provides you with a nutrient-rich diet. Beans can play a role in...

160 pages | colour photos | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262150 2022 9781856232180 £12.95

Living with the Earth: A Manual for Market Gardeners, Volume 1
Permaculture, Ecoculture: Inspired by Nature
Perrine Hervé-Gruyer(Author), Charles Hervé-Gruyer(Author)
How do we feed humanity nutritious, wholesome food, restore our environment and mitigate
climate change? Is it even possible? In 2006, Perrine and Charles Hervé-Gruyer set out on a
mission to discover a new form of agriculture that provides...

304 pages | colour photos | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262158 Oct-2023 9781856232609 £34.99

The Minimalist Gardener
Low Impact, No Dig Growing
Patrick Whitefield(Author)
This is low-maintenance, year-round, no-dig gardening that provides your kitchen with
delicious fresh food, whilst not breaking your back. Written by an acknowledged expert, this
friendly guide will help you grow food in whatever space you have large...

152 pages | colour photos | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262181 2017 9781856232852 £12.95

The Orchard Book
Plan, Plant and Maintain Fruit from Garden to Field
Wade Muggleton(Author)
Wonderlands of bounty and beauty, orchards offer an abundance of fruit in a wildlife haven full
of diversity. A well-managed orchard works with nature to provide maximum harvest for
minimal effort. Wade Muggleton has distilled 20 years of orchard...

160 pages | colour photos | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262188 2022 9781856232951 £12.95

The Plant Lover's Backyard Forest Garden
Trees, Fruit and Veg in Small Spaces
Pippa Chapman(Author)
Grow your own beautiful multilayered food forest in your own backyard. Pippa Chapman is an
RHS-trained gardener who designs, plants and maintains abundant, biodiverse, edible and
beautiful forest gardens. Here she shares her practical tips for...

176 pages | colour photos | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262196 2022 9781856232876 £15.99

Amphibian Species in Environmental Risk Assessment Strategies
Marcelo L Larramendy(Editor), Guillermo Eli Liwszyc(Editor)
With the expansion of human settlements and the environmental changes brought about by
human activity and pollutants, toxicology and risk assessment of amphibian species has
become increasingly of interest to toxicologists involved in environmental...

270 pages | Royal Society of Chemistry

Hardback #262206 Dec-2023 9781837671526 £159.00

Roundwood Timber Framing
Building Naturally Using Local Resources
Ben Law(Author), Lloyd Kahn(Foreword By)
Since building his famous Woodland House from his own woodland, author Ben Law has
evolved his own style of natural building, now tried and tested on many other builds across
England. Ben has built houses, workshops, a classroom, lean-tos, a shop and...

168 pages | colour photos, illustrations | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262207 2019 9781856233309 £24.95
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History & Other Humanities

Bluebird Seasons
Witnessing Climate Change in My Piece of the Wild
Mary Taylor Young(Author)
In this A Sand County Almanac for the twenty-first century, nature writer and zoologist Mary
Taylor Young tells the story of the growing effects of climate change on her land in the pine-
covered foothills of southern Colorado.Climate change...

256 pages | Chicago Review Press

Paperback #262208 2023 9781641608138 £17.95

Becoming Neolithic
The Pivot of Human History
Trevor Watkins(Author)
Becoming Neolithic examines the revolutionary transformation of human life that was taking
place around 12,000 years ago in parts of southwest Asia. Hunter-gatherer communities were
building the first permanent settlements, creating public monuments...

296 pages | 47 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Paperback #111404 Dec-2023 9780415221528 £21.99
Hardback #111403 Dec-2023 9780415221511 £84.99

Settlement Ecology of the Ancient Americas
Lucas C Kellett(Editor), Eric E Jones(Editor)
In this exciting new volume several leading researchers use settlement ecology, an emerging
approach to the study of archaeological settlements, to examine the spatial arrangement of
prehistoric settlement patterns across the Americas. Positioned at...

332 pages | 26 tables | Routledge

Paperback #261906 2019 9780367874353 £39.99
Hardback #238021 2016 9781138945562 £145.00

Reimagining Dinosaurs in Late Victorian and Edwardian Literature
How the ‘Terrible Lizard' Became a Transatlantic Cultural Icon
Richard Fallon(Author)
When the term 'dinosaur' was coined in 1842, it referred to fragmentary British fossils. In
subsequent decades, American discoveries – including Brontosaurus and Triceratops –
proved that these so-called 'terrible lizards'...

217 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #261993 Oct-2023 9781108984393 £22.99
Hardback #255028 2021 9781108834001 £74.99

Japan's Empire of Birds
Aristocrats, Anglo-Americans, and Transwar Ornithology
Annika A Culver(Author)
As a transnational history of science, Japan's Empire of Birds: Aristocrats, Anglo-Americans,
and Transwar Ornithology focuses on the political aspects of highly mobile Japanese explorer-
scientists, or cosmopolitan gentlemen of science,...

313 pages | 16 b/w photos | Bloomsbury Academic (Bloomsbury imprint)

Paperback #261954 Oct-2023 9781350186118 £28.99
Hardback #256488 2022 9781350184930 £84.99

Inequality
A Genetic History
Carles Lalueza-Fox(Author)
How genomics reveals deep histories of inequality, going back many thousands of
years.Inequality is an urgent global concern, with pundits, politicians, academics, and best-
selling books all taking up its causes and consequences. In Inequality,...

192 pages | 22 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #261898 Sep-2023 9780262547314 £20.99
Hardback #258473 2022 9780262046787 £25.99

Curious Species
How Animals Made Natural History
Whitney Barlow Robles(Author)
A compelling and innovative exploration of how animals shaped the field of natural history and
its ecological afterlives.Can corals build worlds? Do rattlesnakes enchant? What is a raccoon,
and what might it know? Animals and the questions they...

328 pages | 14 colour & 65 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #261338 Jan-2024 9780300266184 £29.99

Justice for Animals
Our Collective Responsibility
Martha C Nussbaum(Author)
A revolutionary new theory and call to action on animal rights, ethics, and law from the
renowned philosopher Martha C. Nussbaum.Animals are in trouble all over the world. Whether
through the cruelties of the factory meat industry, poaching and game...

400 pages | Simon & Schuster

Hardback #261806 2023 9781982102500 £19.99

The Po
An Elegy for Italy's Longest River
Tobias Jones(Author)
A captivating journey along the iconic River Po and through Italian history, society and
culture.The Po is the longest river in Italy, travelling for 652 kilometres from one end of the
country to the other. It rises by the French border in the Alps...

288 pages | 8 plates with colour photos; 10 b/w maps | Apollo (Head of
Zeus imprint)

Paperback #261828 2023 9781786697400 £12.99
Hardback #261827 2022 9781786697394 £24.99

Gaia and Philosophy
Lynn Margulis(Author), Dorian Sagan(Author), Anicka Yi(Illustrator)
In the 1970s, microbiologist Lynn Margulis and atmospheric chemist James Lovelock
developed the Gaia theory. Embracing the circular logic of life and engineering systems, the
Gaia theory states that Earth is a self-regulating complex system in which...

64 pages | Ignota Books

Paperback #261866 2023 9781838003968 £7.99

The American Phage Group
Founders of Molecular Biology
William C Summers(Author)
A fascinating historical account of the American Phage Group and how its new research
framework became the foundation for molecular biologyThis book is the first critical and
analytical study of the American Phage Group – a small group of...

312 pages | 9 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #261870 2023 9780300263565 £34.99

Climate, Calamity and the Wild
An Environmental History of the Bengal Delta, c.1737-1947
Ranjan Chakrabarti(Author)
Climate, Calamity and the Wild: An Environmental History of the Bengal Delta, c.1737-1947
offers a climatic and environmental history of the deltaic plains of Bengal. Unlike the prevalent
model of history writing, this book tackles historical issues...

282 pages | Primus Books

Paperback #261927 2022 9789355724618 £61.99
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Organismal to Molecular Biology

Lesser Living Creatures of the Renaissance, Volume 1: Insects
Keith Botelho(Editor), Joseph Campana(Editor)
Lesser Living Creatures of the Renaissance examines literary and cultural texts from early
modern England in order to understand how people in that era thought about – and with –
insect and arachnid life. Designed for the classroom, the...

294 pages | 11 b/w illustrations | Pennsylvania State University Press

Hardback #262006 2023 9780271094465 £94.95

Lesser Living Creatures of the Renaissance, Volume 2: Concepts
Keith Botelho(Editor), Joseph Campana(Editor)
Lesser Living Creatures of the Renaissance examines literary and cultural texts from early
modern England in order to understand how people in that era thought about – and with –
insect and arachnid life. Designed for the classroom,...

226 pages | 9 b/w illustrations | Pennsylvania State University Press

Hardback #262007 2023 9780271094489 £86.95

The Invention of Scarcity
Malthus & the Margins of History
Deborah Valenze(Author)
A radical new reading of eighteenth-century British theorist Thomas Robert Malthus, which
recovers diverse ideas about subsistence production and environments later eclipsed by
classical economicsWith the publication of Essay on the Principle of...

280 pages | 9 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #262051 2023 9780300246131 £44.99

Elusive Partners
Contemporary Anthropological Perspectives on Marine Species
Alix Levain(Editor), Hélène Artaud(Editor), Émilie Mariat-Roy(Editor), Frédérique
Chlous(Editor), Gísli Pálsson(Foreword By)
The ocean and its biodiversity have been attracting increasing interest from a humanities
perspective over the last decades. The book Elusive Partners aims to provide a valuable
insight into this research work on marine species, with a specific focus...

259 pages | 54 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations |
Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle

Paperback #262085 2023 9782383270065 £39.99

Drinking Molotov Cocktails with Gandhi
Mark Boyle(Author)
Drinking Molotov Cocktails with Gandhi attacks the very roots of the world’s crises and
reframes our understanding of how to solve them. It is eloquent, visionary and beautifully
wrought – a turning point in our journey towards an...

240 pages | Permanent Publications

Paperback #262086 2015 9781856232432 £10.95

Beyond Sustainability
Authentic Living at a Time of Climate Crisis
Nimue Brown(Author)
Changing your life requires effort. Often, that effort brings its own benefits and you can end up
improving your quality of life by making better choices. Beyond Sustainability: Authentic Living
at a Time of Climate Crisis is an extended discussion...

88 pages | John Hunt Publishing

Paperback #262149 2023 9781803411606 £10.99

Hydraulic Societies
Water, Power, and Control in East and Central Asian History
Nicholas B Breyfogle(Editor), Philip C Brown(Editor)
Hydraulic Societies explores the linked themes of water, power, state-building, and hydraulic
control. Bringing together a range of ecological, geographical, chronological, and
methodological perspectives, the essays in this book address the how...

320 pages | 28 b/w illustrations, 13 maps, 6 tables | Oregon State
University Press

Paperback #262167 2023 9780870712371 £41.95

Footprints on the Land
How Humans Changed New Zealand
Richard Wolfe(Author)
Richard Wolfe eloquently summarises this book's scope in his introduction:"For upwards of
800 years, humans have made New Zealand their home, modifying the landscape to suit their
needs. Although there can be no going back to the land's...

184 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations | Oratia Books

Paperback #262171 2022 9781990042201 £34.95

Animal Behavior (International Edition)
Dustin R Rubenstein(Author)
The leading text in the field shows how researchers use scientific logic to study the underlying
mechanisms and evolutionary bases of behavior, with emphasis on how evolutionary theory
unifies the various sub disciplines within animal behavior. A...

544 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations, colour tables |
Oxford University Press USA

Paperback #261794 Sep-2023 9780197573822 £119.99
Paperback #246848 2019 9781605358949 £129.99

Why Size Matters
From Bacteria to Blue Whales
John Tyler Bonner
John Tyler Bonner, one of our most distinguished and creative biologists, here offers a
completely new perspective on the role of size in biology. In his hallmark friendly style, he
explores the universal impact of being the right size. By examining...

161 pages | 35 b/w line drawings, 1 table | Princeton University Press

Paperback #260888 Jan-2024 9780691254401 £13.99
Paperback #192461 2011 9780691152332 £14.99

Properties of Life
Toward a Theory of Organismic Biology
Bernd Rosslenbroich(Author)
A coherent and comprehensive theory of life that synthesizes the specific properties of living
organisms.Despite continued advances, science has until now struggled to describe the
specific properties that define a living being. By synthesizing...

326 pages | 40 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #261895 Sep-2023 9780262546201 £54.99

The Foundations of Population Genetics
A Study in Comparative Ecology
Daniel M Weinreich(Author)
An accessible but rigorous treatment of the theoretical foundations of population
genetics.Population genetics – the branch of evolutionary biology concerned with
understanding how and why populations' genetic compositions change over time...

254 pages | 50 colour illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #261897 Aug-2023 9780262047579 £47.99
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Palaeontology

Zero to Birth
How the Human Brain Is Built
William A Harris(Author)
By the time a baby is born, its brain is equipped with billions of intricately crafted neurons wired
together through trillions of interconnections to form a compact and breathtakingly efficient
supercomputer. Zero to Birth takes you on an...

253 pages | 20 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Princeton University
Press

Paperback #260880 Jan-2024 9780691253947 £16.99
Hardback #255744 2022 9780691211312 £21.99

The Song of the Cell
An Exploration of Medicine and the New Human
Siddhartha Mukherjee(Author)
The Song of the Cell is the vivid, thrilling and suspenseful story of the fundamental unit of life. It
describes how scientists discovered cells, began to understand them, and are now using that
knowledge to create new humans. Both panoramic and...

481 pages | 8 plates with colour & b/w photos and b/w illustrations; b/w
photos, b/w illustrations | The Bodley Head

Paperback #261792 Sep-2023 9781529111781 £12.99
Hardback #258235 2022 9781847925978 £24.99

Why Animals Talk
A Zoologist’s Journey into the Communication of Animals
Arik Kershenbaum(Author)
Why Animals Talk is an exhilarating journey through the untamed world of animal
communication. Drawing on the author's extensive research and observations of animals in the
wild, the book shatters conventional wisdom and invites you to experience...

320 pages | Viking Books

Hardback #261157 Jan-2024 9780241559857 £19.99

Foreign Bodies
Pandemics, Vaccines and the Health of Nations
Sir Simon Schama(Author)
Cities and countries engulfed by panic and death, desperate for vaccines but fearful of what
inoculation may bring. This is what the world has just gone through with COVID-19. But as
Simon Schama shows in his epic history of vulnerable humanity...

480 pages | b/w illustrations | Simon & Schuster

Hardback #261798 2023 9781471169892 £29.99

Determined
A Science of Life without Free Will
Robert M Sapolsky(Author)
One of our great behavioral scientists, the bestselling author of Behave, plumbs the depths of
the science and philosophy of decision-making to mount a devastating case against free will,
an argument with profound consequencesRobert Sapolsky's...

528 pages | 103 b/w illustrations | Penguin Books (US)

Hardback #261802 Oct-2023 9780525560975 £36.99

Viruses in All Dimensions
How an Information Code Controls Viruses, Software and Microorganisms
Rafael Ball(Author)
Microorganisms, viruses, and computer programs encode all the information necessary to
reproduce and spread themselves. Yet these mechanisms are amazingly similar in the animate
world, in the world of viruses, and even in the world of technical...

156 pages | 14 colour & 2 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #261874 2023 9783658388256 £24.99

Animal Eyes
How Creatures See and How Their Eyes Have Adapted to Their World
Françoise Vulpé(Author)
Imagine being able to see in ultraviolet wavelengths, or locating your next meal in near
darkness, or being able to rotate your eyes independently so you can see nearly everything
around you without moving your head. These are just a few examples of...

72 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Firefly Books

Paperback #261876 Sep-2023 9780228104131 £12.95
Hardback #261877 Sep-2023 9780228104216 £19.95

The Master Builder
How the New Science of the Cell is Rewriting the Story of Life
Alfonso Martinez Arias(Author)
What defines who we are? Until now, the biological answer has been our genes. Leading
biologist Alfonso Martinez Arias breaks with popular tradition to make a bold argument: what
defines us is our cells.Drawing on groundbreaking research, he reveals...

352 pages | John Murray

Hardback #262016 Aug-2023 9781399809924 £24.99

Wildlife Anatomy
The Curious Lives & Features of Wild Animals around the World
Julia Rothman(Author)
Julia Rothman's series of Anatomy books are beloved by children and adults alike. In Wildlife
Anatomy, Rothman captures the excitement and distinctive attributes of wild animals around
the world.The book is packed with hundreds of her charming,...

208 pages | colour illustrations | Storey Publishing

Paperback #262058 2023 9781635863888 £12.99

Free Agents
How Evolution Gave Us Free Will
Kevin J Mitchell(Author)
Scientists are learning more and more about how brain activity controls behaviour and how
neural circuits weigh alternatives and initiate actions. As we probe ever deeper into the
mechanics of decision-making, many conclude that agency – or...

352 pages | 44 b/w illustrations | Princeton University Press

Hardback #262134 Oct-2023 9780691226231 £24.99

Born of Ice and Fire
How Glaciers and Volcanoes (with a Pinch of Salt) Drove Animal Evolution
Graham Shields(Author)
An exploration of how the Cryogenian Period, when our planet was covered in ice for millions of
years, created today's remarkable biodiversity.More than half a billion years ago, our world was
completely covered by glaciers, a "Snowball...

352 pages | 27 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #261339 Jan-2024 9780300242591 £19.99
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Mycology

Extinctions
How Life Survives, Adapts and Evolves
Michael J Benton(Author)
A journey through the great mass-extinction events that have shaped our Earth.Drawing on the
latest research, this timely and original book lays out the current scientific understanding of
mass extinction on our planet. Cutting-edge techniques across...

304 pages | 28 colour & 42 b/w illustrations | Thames & Hudson

Hardback #261860 Sep-2023 9780500025468 £24.99

Fossil Records of Rajasthan, Western India
Umesh Behari Mathur(Author), Anil K Mathur(Author)
Most recent books on the geology of Rajasthan deal with tectonic aspects of this ancient
landmass. The stimulus for writing the present book on fossil records from Rajasthan came
from the realisation that Indian, as well as overseas palaeontologists,...

136 pages | b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Geological Society of India

Paperback #261887 2022 9789380998497 £49.99

Life on Our Planet
Tom Fletcher(Author)
Today there are 20 million species on our planet. Yet what we see is just a snapshot in time.
99% of Earth's inhabitants are lost to our deep past. The story of what happened to these
lineages – their rise and their fall – is truly...

312 pages | 200+ colour photos and colour illustrations | Witness Books
(Ebury Press imprint)

Hardback #262128 Oct-2023 9781529144147 £29.99

The Desert Bones
The Paleontology and Paleoecology of Mid-Cretaceous North Africa
Jamale Ijouiher(Author)
An essential introduction to the age of dinosaurs in Africa.Once Africa was referred to as the
"Lost World of the dinosaur era", so poorly known were its ancient flora and fauna. Worse still,
many priceless fossil specimens from the Sahara...

326 pages | 187 colour & 11 b/w illustrations, 7 tables | Indiana University
Press

Hardback #262129 2022 9780253063311 £57.99

Ferrantia, Volume 83: Paléontologie au Luxembourg (2) Les Ammonites de la Minette
[Palaeontology in Luxembourg (2): The Ammonites of the Minette]
Andrea Di Cencio(Editor), Driss Sadki(Editor), Robert Weis(Editor)
This volume contains two papers:Revision of upper Toarcian ammonites (Lytoceratidae,
Graphoceratidae and Hammatoceratidae) from the Minette ironstones, southern
LuxembourgThe authors present here a comprehensive taxonomic study covering the
ammonites...

129 pages | 48 plates with colour & b/w photos; 10 colour photos and
colour & b/w illustrations | Musée National d'Histoire Naturelle,
Luxembourg

Paperback #262131 2020 £29.99

Quaternary Ecology, Evolution, and Biogeography
Valentí A Rull(Author)
Quaternary Ecology, Evolution, and Biogeography offers an introduction to the study of the
ecological and evolutionary processes that have shaped our present biosphere under the
influence of glacial-interglacial cycles. Written by an ecologist with...

278 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #262189 2020 9780128204733 £97.99

The Mycota, Volume 9: Fungal Associations
Yen-Ping Hsueh(Editor), Meredith Blackwell(Editor)
Fungi are associated with a wide variety of other organisms. Ecologist Peter Price has said,
"mutualism facilitates adaptive radiation", and many biologists attribute Earth's great fungal
diversity to such associations. The 3rd edition...

350 pages | 50 colour & 15 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #262011 Oct-2023 9783031416477 £149.00

Let's Become Fungal!
Mycelium Teachings and the Arts: Based on Conversations with Indigenous Wisdom Keepers,
Artists, Curators, Feminists and Mycologists
Yasmine Ostendorf-Rodríguez(Author), Rommy González(Illustrator)
Twelve lessons in fungal activism, Indigenous knowledge and collaboration for artists,
gardeners, educators and anyone intrigued by the fascinating life and inspiring metaphors of
the mycelium and the mushroomThe enormous popular interest in the...

336 pages | Valiz

Paperback #261776 2023 9789493246287 £24.99

A Guide to Macrofungi in Singapore
Serena ML Lee(Author), Amy MF Choong(Author)
A Guide to Macrofungi in Singapore is the outcome of seven years of fieldwork and
identification in Singapore by Serena Lee of the Singapore Botanic Gardens and six years of
teaching Fungal Biology by Amy Choong of the National University of...

229 pages | colour illustrations | National Parks Board Singapore

Paperback #261799 2023 9789811871870 £59.99

Fungi of Aotearoa
A Curious Forager’s Field Guide
Liv Sisson(Author)
Enter and explore the fascinating world of fungi. In this practical and up-to-date guide, forager
and fungus enthusiast Liv Sisson shares her top tips and takes the reader on a journey to
discover the unique and diverse fungi Aotearoa (New Zealand)...

336 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Penguin Books New
Zealand

Paperback #261862 2023 9781761047879 £49.99

The Genus Russula from Uttarakhand, Western Himalaya
A Pictorial Guide
Aniket Ghosh(Author), Kanad Das(Author), Rajendra Prasad Bhatt(Author)
Mycorrhizal mushrooms are very important for the survival of forest trees. Species of the genus
Russula are the dominant ectomycorrhizal wild mushrooms in the state of Uttarakhand,
exhibiting a spectacular array of colours on the forest floor. They...

246 pages | illustrations, distribution maps | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal
Singh

Paperback #261929 2023 9789394991538 £145.00

An Illustrated Guide to Wild Agarics of Haryana
Mridu(Author), NS Atri(Author), Munruchi Kaur(Author)
An Illustrated Guide to Wild Agarics of Haryana is an addition to books about the mushroom
biota of India. This is the first compilation containing taxonomic information about lamellate
mushrooms existing in the natural habitats of the state of...

144 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Bishen Singh Mahendra
Pal Singh

Paperback #261940 2023 9789393628206 £135.00
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Coprophilous Agaricoid Mushrooms of Punjab
A Monographic Account
Amandeep Kaur(Author), Munruchi Kaur Saini(Author), NS Atri(Author)
This monograph describes the coprophilous mushrooms of the Indian state of Punjab and
provides information on their diversity and ecology. The compilation brings out an incredible
diversity of these mushrooms growing in various natural dung habitats...

268 pages | colour photos, illustrations | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal
Singh

Paperback #261947 2023 9789393628268 £145.00
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